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Abst ract - - I t  is shown that the foundations of quantum mechanics allow, besides the conventional 
mathematical theory in the Hilbert space, another mathematical idealization which uses the Gel'land 
triplet or Rigged Hilbert Space (RHS). The mathematics of the RHS is introduced, and the similarities 
and distinctions of the von Neumann formulation and the RHS formulations are discussed. It is shown 
that in the RHS, one can obtain a more encompassing quantum theory with intrinsic (microphysical) 
irreversibility, for which the conventional von Neumann quantum mechanics is the restriction to the 
physics of stationary states and reversible time evolution. 
Keywords--Intrinsic irreversibility, Resonances, Rigged Hilbert Space, Gamow vectors, Irre- 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This article is about a new formulation and extension of quantum mechanics. This extension 
does not discard the well-known standard theory of quantum mechanics in the Copenhagen 
interpretation, but is equivalent to that theory on common domains, and also has completely 
new domains of applicability. The tried and tested quantum mechanics i , in our view, not well 
suited to describe processes like the decay of a resonance or quantum dissipation of the damped 
harmonic oscillator, and there is open debate currently going on in different fields attempting to 
account for the appearance of a microscopic arrow of time. From the new perspective which we 
present here, the standard quantum theory is a subtheory, in the sense that the restriction of the 
new theory to the domain in which the old theory can be applied leads to the results of the old 
theory, except for physically imperceptible differences. On overlapping domains, this equivalence 
reflects the physical equivalence between von Neumann's Hilbert space formalism and Dirac's 
formalism. But the mathematical theory which makes the Dirac kets rigorous also can provide 
eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian with complex energy eigenvalues. 
Various mathematical schemes have been developed to obtain complex energies, resonances 
[1-11], and irreversible time evolution, most of which were, in one way or the other, connected 
with nonunitary transformations. The new quantum mechanics discussed here was not devised 
to produce complex eigenvalues or to describe irreversible processes. It is based on the Rigged 
Hilbert Space (RHS) 1 (or Gel'land triplet), which was introduced into mathematics in connection 
with the spectral analysis of self-adjoint and unitary operators [12,13]. It entered into theoretical 
*Permanent address: Facultad e Ciencias, Universidad e Valladolid E-47011, Valladolid, Spain. 
1The word rigged in RHS is a direct translation from the Russian phrase osnashchyonnoe Hilbertovo pros- 
tranat~o [12,13] which was probably first given in reference [14], and it has a nautical connotation, as in "a 
full rigged sailing ship". It has nothing to do with "fixing" or predetermining any result, or other unsavory 
practice. 
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physics when noncompact groups became popular, and was used to unders tand  reduct ion  of 
noncompact group representations with the help of the nuclear spectral theorem [14]. Soon 
thereafter, it was realized [15-18] that the beautiful mathematical structure of the RHS was ready- 
made for a rigorous formulation of Dirac's heuristic ideas of bras and kets [19]. 2 This led to the 
RHS formulation of quantum mechanics, which initially was only thought of as an alternative, 
"more practical method of computation" [21-25, Section VII.9] 3 than the method which uses 
unbounded operators in Hilbert space. Little did one foresee that this new mathematical language 
would lead to new physical concepts, like Gamow states, and would ultimately extend the domain 
of quantum mechanics from the physics of "being" to the physics of "becoming" and decaying. 
In the past, irreversibility has usually been considered to be a macroscopic phenomena, which 
arises somehow 4 in the passage from systems on a microscopic scale to systems on a macroscopic 
scale, or as the influence of a macroscopic measuring device on the state of a microsystem [26]. 
However, recent investigations in nonequilibrium statistical mechanics, in particular, the study 
of large Poincar~ systems, have also led to the conclusion that irreversibility should be intrinsic 
to dynamics [1]. 
In Sections 2 and 3, we introduce the mathematical tools for this new formulation of quantum 
mechanics. Of these, Section 3 is the central part, giving the definitions and the most important 
mathematical properties of the Rigged Hilbert Space (RHS). Section 2 discusses (briefly) how 
complex eigenvalues of self-adjoint operators appeared in theoretical physics. 
In Section 4, we discuss the physical foundations of this new mathematical theory. We start 
from physically meaningful postulates in a very general mathematical language, and from there, 
conjecture the RHS formulation of quantum mechanics. We also show that we could have as well 
conjectured the HS formulation as a different mathematical idealization from the same postulates. 
In these first discussions, we do not yet use any postulate of time evolution, and our conclusions 
in Section 4 are, therefore, limited to the quantum theory of stationary states. 
In Section 5, we review the new quantum theory of change. In Section 5.2, we list some of 
the arrows of time of classical physics, and present some recent arguments in favor of "intrinsic 
irreversibility" or irreversibility on the microphysical level. In Section 5.3, we recapitulate the 
traditional approach to changes with time in quantum mechanics based on the unitary group time 
evolution and the "collapse of the wave function". Then, we formulate a general quantum me- 
chanical arrow of time from the preparation )registration arrow, which states that a quantum 
mechanical state needs first to be prepared before an observable can be measured (registered) in 
it. This QAT is just an expression of causality, and provides that the observable (defined by the 
registration apparatus) can be measured on a state (defined by the preparation apparatus) only 
after the state has been prepared. For the macroscopic preparation and registration apparatuses, 
this preparation ~registration arrow has been given before [21-25]. The QAT is the transcrip- 
tion of this preparation ~registration arrow into the quantum theory of microsystems. In the 
past [21-25], this transcription has been accompanied by an "extrapolation" to negative times, 
which meant that the QAT had been "extrapolated" away. 
In Section 5.4, we defined the Gamow vectors from the resonance poles of the S-matrix. In 
order to be able to do this, we have to specify the RHSs in which the Gamow vectors are defined 
as generalized eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian H. It is shown that the pair of S-matrix poles 
at ZR : ER  --  i(F/2) and z~ = ER + i(F/2) correspond to a pair of Rigged Hilbert Spaces 
@_ C ~/ c ~_x and @+ C 7-/ C (I,~_ of Hardy class type, in which a pair of Gamow vectors 
~G = iz~+)v/~-~-~ and ~b G = Iz~)v~-~-F is defined. These two Gamow vectors are then shown to 
evolve with respect o two different semigroups. These two semigroups are the extensions of the 
2Of which, von Neumann said that it is "scarcely surpassed in brevity and elegance", but "in no way satisfies the 
requirements of mathematical rigor" [20]. 
3We list [25] here for a summary of the work of Ludwig and his school. 
4perhaps as an approximation. 
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unitary one-parameter group in 7~ to the two different Rigged Hilbert Spaces. This means the 
microphysical system described by ~o has irreversible time evolution. 
In Section 5.5, we will use the QAT in the framework of the RHS formulation of quantum 
mechanics, and apply it to resonance scattering in order to derive the same pair of RHSs that had 
been conjectured in Section 5.4 for the definition the Gamow vectors. From this, we conclude that 
the arrow of time given by the exponential decay of resonances is just a particular manifestation 
of the general QAT. 
2. THE OCCURRENCE OF COMPLEX E IGENVALUES 
We all have learned that self-adjoint operators have real eigenvalues and that quantum me- 
chanical observables are represented by self-adjoint operators because the observable's values 
(measured in an experiment) must be real. But, we also know cases where complex values play 
a prominent role in quantum physics. 
Many of us have encountered complex eigenvalues ina heuristic way independently of the math- 
ematics of RHS when we tried to apply the formalism of ladder operators, which had worked so 
well for the representations of a compact group, also to the corresponding noncompact group. 
The simplest example is the well-known compact group SO(3) versus the corresponding non- 
compact group SO(2,1). 5 The commutation relations (c.r.) of SO(3) and SO(2, 1) differ by one 
minus sign. 
For SO(3)j~ and SO(2, 1)j,, i = 1,2,3, one has 
[Jl, J2] ---- i J3 and [Jl, J2] = - i  J3, (2.1) 
respectively. The other two c.r. are the same for both groups: 
[J3, J~] = i J2, [J2, J3] = iJ~. (2.2) 
Usually one constructs the ladder representation spaces in both cases on a basis in which the 
compact subgroup SO(3)j 3 is diagonal: 
SO(3) D SO(2).&, SO(2, 1) D SO(2).&. (2.3) 
In this situation, the eigenvalues of J3 are discrete in both cases and the difference between an 
SO(3) irreducible representation a d an S0(2, 1) irreducible representation is that, for SO(3), 
there are a finite number (namely, 2j + 1) of eigenvalues, but for (unitary irreducible represents- 
tions UIR of) S0(2, 1), there are an infinite number of eigenvalues (precisely which ones depends 
upon the particular representation being used) [27]. 
However, instead of the reduction (2.1), one can also consider the reduction chains 6
S0(3) :3 SO(2)j 2, S0(2, 1) :) S0(1, 1).&, (2.4) 
which for SO(3) is equivalent to (2.3), but for SO(2, 1), the reduction is now with respect o 
the noncompact subgroup S0(1, 1)J2 .7 In this case, the eigenvalues of SO(2)j 2 are the same 
as in case (2.3) s, but for S0(1,1)j2, we have a completely different situation. In general, the 
(Hilbert space) spectrum 9 of a generator of a noncompact subgroup, such as J2 is for SO(l, 1)j 2 
5The rotation group SO(3) is locally isomorphic to (the group of 2 x 2 unitary unimodular matrices) SU(2), i.e., 
their Lie algebras are the same; SU(2) is the double cover of SO(3). An analogous relation holds between the 
pseudo-orthogonal group SO(2, i) (leaving s 2 z~ rather than 2 2 2 x - x - x s +z  +z  I invariant) and SU(I, i )  (leaving 
[zl[ ~ - Iz2[ 2 invariant). Both have the same Lie algebra, and SU(1, 1) is the double cover of S0(2, 1). 
6We label the different groups by their generators. 
7Reduction with respect to SO(1 ,1) j  I would be equivalent. 
sso(2)j2 is equivalent to SO(2) j  s. 
9Which for compact generators, like Js or .?2 in SO(Z), is identical with the set of eigenvalues. 
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here, is continuous. But now let us see what happens if we construct the ladder representations 
of S0(2, 1) D SO(l ,  1)j 2 in analogy to the well-known construction for SO(3) D SO(2)&. We 
follow the same procedure for both l° 
so(a) ~ so(2)j,, so(2, i) ~ so(i, 1)j=. 
Casimir Operators: 
C= J~ + J2 + J 2, Jti = J, , :,=s,. 
We define 
go=&,  H±=&±i J l ,  
These operators then fulfill the c.r.: 
Ko=&,  K±=Ja+&.  
[Ho, H±] = +H±, [go, K±] = +iK~. (2.~) 
We start with an eigenvector lm E 7 /o f  H0 and K0, respectively, 
Holm = m fro, Kofm = m f=, 
then m = real because Ho t = Ho, then m = real because hot = Ko. 
We now define a new vector fro+: 
I,,,+ = H+ lm, fro+ = K+ fm. 
Then with the help of the c.r. (2.5), we obtain 
Holm+ = HoH+ fm 
= H+HoI,, + H+fm 
= (m + 1)H+fm 
= (m + 1)fro+, 
Kolm+ = KoK+ l,,, 
= (K+Ko + iK+) f . ,  
= (m + OK+l , .  
= (m + i)fm+. 
For fro+, in the case of SO(3), we get the standard result, but in the case of S0(2, 1), we have 
obtained that fro+ is an eigenvector with the complex eigenvalue (m + i) for the self-adjoint 
operator Ko. This is a puzzling result, but here we have our first "eigenvector" of a self-adjoint 
operator with a complex eigenvalue. The puzzle is resolved in the following way. 
The operators H0, H+ are defined on the whole irreducible representation space 7 /o f  SO(3) 
(which is finite dimensional), and H0, H± are continuous operators in the Hilbert space 7/. 
In contrast, the operators K0, K± are noncontinuous (unbounded) operators, and so are 
not defined on the whole irreducible representation 7 /o f  S0(2, 1). In addition, lm is not 
in the domain of definition of the operator K+. This means that the norm Hlm+ll does 
not exist, i.e., Illm+ll = c~. Because we assumed that fro+ would be an element of 7-/, i.e., 
normalisable, then one could do the following calculation: 
0 = ( fmlKo  - Ko l fm+)  = (Ko fm+, fm+)  - ( fm+,Kofm+)  
= (-i + m)llfm+ll 2 - (i + m)ll:,,,+[l 2 = -2illlm+ll 2. (2.6) 
This would be a contradiction if the norm Hlm+H 2 < cx), but it says 0 = ( - i  + m)oo - 
(i + rn)oo if Illm+ll does not exist. Thus, the puzzle is resolved, because K+ transforms 
the eigenvector lm of K0 out of the Hilbert space. And, if we do not have a larger space 
than the Hilbert space 7/, these eigenvectors with complex eigenvalues cannot be defined. 
Hence, one has to rig the Hilbert space. 
l°Self-adjointne~ follows from the unitarity of the irreducible representation. 
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It is not correct o conclude from (2.6) that Ilfm+ll = 0, i.e., that fro+ is a norm zero vector, as 
has been done from equations like this for complex energy eigenvectors [1] n,  because to conclude 
this, one would have to subtract c~ from oo. 
Thus, the Rigged Hilbert Space could possibly incorporate complex eigenvalues, and if appro- 
priately constructed, will indeed incorporate complex eigenvalues. But initially, one was not at all 
interested in these complex eigenvalues, and in fact, just the contrary. One tried to construct the 
topology of the RHS such that these "unwanted" generalized eigenvectors and eigenvalues were 
excluded [28], and so that only the real numbers of the (Hilbert space) spectrum of a self-adjoint 
operator could appear as generalized eigenvalues. 
However, very often the problem at hand suggests a "natural" topology (e.g., the weakest 
nuclear topology that makes an algebra of observables continuous, or in the case of enveloping 
algebras of groups, the topology given by the Nelson operator), and then one no longer has 
the freedom to exclude complex eigenvalues at will. The work which finally put the complex 
eigenvalues on a valid mathematical foundation and which was crucial for the developments 
discussed in this review, also uses S0(2 ,  1) representation spaces with their natural topology. We 
shall say more about this in Section 4, after the new mathematical concepts connected with the 
RHS have been defined. 
3. THE R IGGED H ILBERT SPACE IN  PHYS ICS  
3.1. Def in i t ion of  a R igged Hi lber t  Space 
A Rigged Hilbert Space (RHS), or Gel'fand triplet, is a trinity of spaces 
~C~_7- I  x C~I, x, (3.1) 
where the three spaces are different completions of the same linear space • of infinite dimensions 
(i.e., they differ only in their respective limit elements). • is endowed with a scalar product (., .) 
and lies entirely in the domain of physical observables ofa given physical system. In general, these 
observables are represented by Hilbert space unbounded operators, so that • is not complete 
under the topology ~-~ produced by the scalar product. 12 We denote the ~-~-completion f 
by 7~, and 7~ is the Hilbert space. ~I, is the completion of • under a topology r# which is stronger 
than r~, i.e., r# produces more open sets on ~ and • than rT~. Finally, ~x  is the dual space 
of ~, i.e., the space of all continuous antilinear functionals 13 on ~. As the dual space of ~, the 
space ~x has a natural topology ~-x, often called the weak topology. ~x is the completion of 
under r x, so that ~,@, and 7~ are r x dense in ~x.  Since the weaker a topology is on ~,  
the larger the completion of • under that topology will be, we have the chain of inclusions 
C 7~ C ~x.  This follows from the relation r¢ D r~ D r x, where r D r '  means r is a 
11This paper introduced complex energy vectors for the first time by analytic ontinuation ofDirac kets as vectors 
with zero norm. 
12We are concerned with topological linear spaces in which the basic topological idea of sequences ofelements 
converging to some limit element isexpressed in terms of some norm on the space valuating a difference which 
becomes vanishingly small. Thus, the Hilbert space topology r~ defines convergence, ontinuity, completion of 
sequences, etc., using the standard Hilbert space inner product. In general, there may be many ways of defining 
a norm on a space, and hence, many different topologies [29]. Strong convergence is defined in terms of a norm. 
Weak convergence is defined in terms of a scalar product. Since 74 - 74x the scalar product is a norm on 74. 
*3A "function" whose domain is an infinite dimensional space is called a functional. An antilinear functional f 
on some domain D is given by f(~ + ~b) : f~ + f~, V~,~ E D and f(c~) = c*f~, V~ E D, Vc E C. (It is linear 
if f (c~)  = cf@.) A space D x is the dual of another space D if an element of D x maps an element of D to some 
field (such as the reals R or the complex numbers C). The dual spaces are also called conjugate spaces in the 
Banach space literature. An antilinear functional isoften called an antilinear form and denoted by the space and 
the field .A(D, C), for instance. Specialists distinguish algebraic and topological concepts of duality. Duality is 
usually simply expressed inphysics by the use of inner product notation (*, *) or (*, .). 
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stronger topology than r '  (and equivalently, that T' is a weaker topology than ~-). Furthermore, 
the relation among the topologies also implies that the canonical embeddings 14are continuous: 
i :4"~7/ ,  and j :7 /  ,4"x. (3.2) 
The topology of 4" can be chosen in a variety of ways. The very least one would require is 
for T~ to provide that all the basic physical observables be T~-continuous operators, because in 
the Dirac formalism, these operators hould form the algebra of observables. Sometimes, r¢ is 
chosen to be the weakest opology for which the observables are Tv-continuousJ 5 In addition to 
the relative strength relations above, one must impose on r~, the further condition that it be of 
a type allowing the Dirac eigenvector expansion, which in its precise mathematical form is called 
the Nuclear Spectral Theorem. 16 
We denote F E 4"× as function (or functional) of ¢ • 4" by F(¢) = (elF). This means we 
define a form on the Cartesian product 4" x 4"x which is linear to the right and antilinear to 
the left. Let us take some F E 7/x, the dual space of 7-l. With the natural identification 17
between 7-/and 7/x, F E 7/. Then, the mapping F(¢) = (¢, F) is T@-continuous for all ¢ • 4", 
where (*, e) denotes the scalar product on 7t. To illustrate this, consider the element of 4"x given 
by j ( F )  = F o i, 
4" i,7/----,F C. (3.3) 
Here '%" means the composition of mappings and C denotes the set of complex numbers. Since i 
and F are continuous, their composition is also continuous, and therefore, j (F )  : 4" --+ C is 
rv-continuous. But then, for any ¢ • 4", one has (¢Ij(F)) = j (F ) (¢)  = (F o i)(¢) = F(i(¢)) = 
F(¢)  = (¢,F) .  It is easily proven that j is the canonical embedding of 7/ into 4"x. Therefore, 
we can use the symbol F instead of j (F )  to represent this canonically identified element of 4"x. 
As a consequence, we have 
(elF) = (¢, F) for any ¢ • 4". (3.4) 
Thus, the form (¢]F), ¢ • 4", F E (I)x generalizes the Hilbert space scalar product. 
We shall now consider linear operators on the Gel'fand triplet. Let A be an operator on 7/ 
fulfilling the following conditions. 
(a) 4" is contained in the domain D(A) of the operator A, the subspace of 7/-/on which A acts. 
(b) A leaves 4" invariant, i.e., A¢ • 4" for all ¢ • 4". We express this by writing A4" C 4". 
(c) A is rv-continuous (i.e., A is a continuous operator on q' with respect o T~,). 
Under these conditions, we can extend A t, the adjoint is operator of A, to a continuous operator 
on 4"x, called the conjugate or the dual operator of A, which we denote by A × . One defines it as 
<A¢IF) = (¢]AXF), V¢ E 4", VF  • 4"x. (3.5) 
Conditions (a) and (b) are required so that the le•hand side of this equation can be well defined. 
Condition (c) is necessary in the very technical proofs that A x F is a continuous functional on 4" 
and A x is continuous on 4"x [29]. 
14Here, a canonical embedding is a mapping from a subspace of a vector space into the total space. The  image of 
each vector is the vector itself. 
15Nucleaxity follows if one of the observables has a Hi lbert-Schmidt inverse [15]. 
16To this  end, one usual ly imposes that  • be a nuclear locally convex space. Nuclearity is, however, merely a 
sufficient condit ion for the Dirac spectral decomposit ion to hold [17,18,30,31]. 
17The Riesz Lemma shows that  there is an unique element of 7-/which is associated by the Hilbert space inner 
product  to each element of 7-/× [13,32]. 
lSThe adjoint of a Hilbert space operator A can be defined if and only if the domain of the operator is dense. For 
general references and definitions of the concepts of operator theory on Hilbert space, see [32,33]. 
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If A is essentially self-adjoint (e.s.a.) 19 on ~, one has A = A? on ~. Further, its closure A (the 
minimal closed extension of A on 7~) is self-adjoint. Therefore, one has A C .J. meaning A is the 
extension of A in the sense that the domain of A, D(.4), includes the domain of A, D(A) c D(.4), 
and that A and .4 coincide on D(A). In this situation, one has 
A c A = A t c A x. (3.6) 
Let us now define the idea of generalized eigenvalues of A. In what follows, we assume that 
c 7~ c cI 'x is a Rigged Hilbert Space and that A fulfills conditions (a), (b), and (c) stated 
above. A complex number z is a generalized eigenvalue of A if there is some nonzero vector Fz 
in • x (the generalized eigenvector) such that 
(A¢IF~) -- z(¢lFz), for all ¢ E ~. (3.7) 
Since (AdplFz) = (~]AXF:), and this relation is valid for any ~ in cI,, we can write 
AXFz = zFz, Fz E @x. (3.7') 
A generalized eigenvalue z can be degenerate, i.e., the vector space of corresponding generalized 
eigenvectors may be more than one dimensional. 
If A is e.s.a, on ~, its Hilbert space spectrum is real. It may nonetheless have complex gener- 
alized eigenvalues, as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE. Let :D(R) be the vector space of all functions from ]1 into C fulfilling the following 
conditions. 
(i) Each function in l)(]1) vanishes outside some bounded interval. 
(ii) These functions have continuous derivatives to all orders at each point (hence, the deriva- 
tives also belong to 7)(]i)). 
:D(]1) is a complete topological space with respect o some nuclear nonmetrizable topology. 2° 
Also, :D(]1) can be viewed as a dense subspace 21 of the Hilbert space of all square integrable 
functions on ]1, L2(R). 
The canonical mapping i : :D(R) - - .  L2(R) is continuous and the topology of :D(R) satisfies 
the sufficient conditions for the Nuclear Spectral Theorem to be valid. Thus, 
D(]1) C L2(]1)C D(]1) × (3.8) 
is a RHS. The momentum operator p = - i  d leaves :D(R) invariant since the derivative of a 
function in :D(R) trivially belongs to :D(R). One can also prove that p is continuous on :D(R). 
Therefore, its extension to :D(]1)x is well defined. 
Now, consider functions of the form f(x) = e ~zx, where x E R and z is an arbitrary fixed 
complex number. These functions can be viewed as elements of :D(R)x by defining for any 
/? (~le izx) = ~*(x)e'ZXdx, for all ~ E Z)(]1). (3.9) 
OO 
The integral converges in the usual (Lebesgue) sense (since ~(x) is continuous and zero outside 
a bounded interval). The star represents complex conjugation, and the operation performed 
19An operator ise.s.a, if and only if it is symmetric and has a unique self-adjoint extension. 
2°:D(R) is a complete nuclear LF space, a strict inductive limit of l~chet spaces. See [13,33,34]. 
21As a matter of fact, L2(R) is a space of classes of functions. Two functions belong to the same class if and 
only if they differ at most on a set of zero Lebesgue measure. ~D(R) can be identified with a subspace of L2(R) 
since every function on ~(R) is square integrable. Any two functions of ~(R) differ on a set of nonzero Lebesgue 
measure, so they belong to different classes. One can finally identify each function of ~)(R) with its corresponding 
class. 
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on ¢(x) defines an antilinear continuous functional on T~(R) and, hence, an element o f / ) (R)  ×. 
One can also show that e izx is a generalized eigenvector f the momentum operator with z as the 
corresponding generalized eigenvalue. The proof of this is straightforward: 
(p¢le 'zx) = - i  e izx dx = i¢*(x)eiZZ[~_ ~ - i ¢*(x) e ~"x dx 
00 O0 
/; = - i  ¢*(x)(iz)e izz dz - -  z (C le i "x ) .  
O0 
(3.10) 
This demonstrates that a self-adjoint operator may have complex (generalized) eigenvalues. In 
this example, any complex number can play the role of (generalized) eigenvalue. 
The next section is devoted to the presentation of the Nuclear Spectral Theorem. The Nuclear 
Spectral Theorem is the most important mathematical basis of quantum mechanics. It states that 
every observable must have a complete set of (generalized) eigenvectors and that the observable 
admits a form of expansion based on these eigenvectors. 
3.2. Generalized Eigenvector Expansion 
The condition that an observable has a complete set of eigenvectors is specifically not  assumed 
in the Hilbert space formulation of quantum mechanics. The simplest demonstration why such 
a requirement was not possible is provided by the basic operators for position and momentum in 
one dimension. These operators do not have eigenvectors in Hilbert space because the equations 
qf (x)  = ) t f (x)  and pg(x) = #g(x) (3.11) 
have as respective solutions 
f (x )  = ~(x -  A) and g(x) = e i"z. (3.12) 
Neither solution is a square integrable function, so neither belongs to the Hilbert space L2(R) 
in which both operators act. In the von Neumann formulation of quantum mechanics, the Dirac 
completeness relations 
] Ix) (x ldx = H = ] Ip)<pldp (3.13) 
have no meaning, because Ix) and IP) are the eigenvectors of q and p with eigenvalues given by 
the real numbers x and p, respectively. 
To give relations like these meaning, and also to make the Dirac formalism of quantum mechan- 
ics rigorous, we need the Nuclear Spectral Theorem, derived by Gel'fand et al. and by Maurin, 
and therefore sometimes called the Gel'fand-Maurin Theorem. Before we can state the theorem, 
we need a definition. 
DEFINITION. Let A be an operator on a Hilbert space Tl. A is said to be cyc l ic / f  there exists a 
vector ¢ in T/such that Ant,  n = 0, 1, 2 . . . .  , spans 7-l. 
EXAMPLE. Let 7-I = L2(R) and ¢ = exp( - (1 /2 )x2) .  Then, (q'~¢)(x), n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  span 
L2(R),  and also the set of (p"¢)(x) span L2(R). 
THEOREM. (GEL'FAND-MAURIN). Let A be a cyclic self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space TI. 
Then, there exists a RI-IS q~ C ~l C q~ x such that we have the following. 
(a) 7-/is the Hilbert space in which A acts. 
(b) A is e.s.a, and v~-continuous on "~. 
(c) Let A be the Hilbert space spectrum of A. (Since A is self-adjoint, A is a dosed subset 
of R.)  
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Then, there exists a set of genera//zed eigenvectors ofA, { [FA) }, with the following properties. 
There exists a uniquely defined positive measure # on A such that we have the following. 
(i) AX[F~) = A[F,~) for almost (with respect o #) all A E A. I rA has no singular spectrum, 
"a/most all" can be replaced by "a/l". 
(ii) For any pair of vectors ¢,¢ E ~, one has 
(¢, ~b) -- ~(¢[FA)(Fx[¢) d/~(A). (3.14) 
(iii) Let / (A)  be a smooth function on A, with values on the complex plane. Then, for any 
¢, ¢ e ~, one has 
(¢, f(A)¢) = [ f(A)(CIFA)(FAI¢) d#(A). (3.15) 
JA 
IMPORTANT REMARK. The space (I) is, in general, not unique. In fact, if @ C 7-I C ~x  is an 
arbitrary R/IS for which (i) and (ii) hold, one can conclude that (iii) holds. 
The identity (3.14) is often written formally as 
¢ = fh ]F~)(F~[¢) d#(A). (3.16) 
Sometimes the generalized eigenvector [F~) is written as ]A), as we have done in (3.15) above, 
and this identity is then formally written as 
Analogously, we can write (3.15) as 
¢=AI~)(AI¢>d~(A). 
f(A) = ~ f(A)lA)(A ] d/~(A). 
For the particular choices f(A) =-- 1 and f(A) = A, we have, respectively, 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
£ £ q= x[x)(x[dx and p= p[p)(p[dp. (3.20) 
O0 Oo 
If A is not a cyclic vector, the theorem still remains valid. However, when A is not cyclic its 
generalized eigenvectors are, in general, degenerate. 
There is also a particular case of special interest when A has a discrete spectrum in addition 
to the continuous spectrum. This discrete spectrum is given by a countable (either finite or not) 
set of real eigenvalues A1, A2,...,  An, . . . .  Their respective igenvectors [A1), [A2) . . . .  , [An) . . . .  22 
22We will use the notation JAn) if we want to emphasize that these are the Hilbert space igenvectors of A with 
eigenvelue An. The notation [An) will be used if all that we assert is that we have some kind of eigenvactor with 
eigenvalue An which may be either a generalized igenvector a proper eigenvector belonging to the Hilbert 
space ~/. 
In the particular cases when A = q or when A = p, the spectrum A is the real line R and 
the real measure/~ coincides with the Lebesgue measure on R. Adapting the above notation to 
these specific cases, one has the familiar Dirac partition of the identity (3.13) and the respective 
operator epresentations (3.18), 
YI = ~A ]A) (A[ dp(A) and A = ~A A[A)(A[dp(A). (3.19) 
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belong to the Hilbert space 7-/. These discrete igenvalues contribute to the spectral measure as 
embedded 6 functions d#(A) = ~ 6(A - An) dA, so that the integral (3.17) is written as 
¢ = IA-)(A-I¢) + f IA)(AI¢) d#(A). 
n 
In all cases which have so far occurred in physics, d#(A) = p(A) dA is a measurable function. The 
operator A is said to have--besides the discrete spectrum--an absolutely continuous spectrum, 
so that (3.21) is the most general spectral representation. This formula was also proposed by 
Dirac, without any mathematical justification because the mathematics required to formulate and 
prove (3.21) did not then exist. This mathematics was created later--inspired by Dirac--first in 
terms of Schwartz's distributions [35] and then in terms of the Gel'fand et al. Rigged Hilbert 
Space. Therefore, we also call (3.21) Dirac's eigenvector expansion. 
Probably, the most commonly used case is when A is the Hamiltonian H generating the time 
evolution of a given physical system. In this case, the values of An will represent discrete nergy 
values of the system, and the [An) are the bound states, while the A represent the continuous 
energy values occurring in scattering experiments, and the IA) are the scattering states. 
In Section 5, we will meet a generalization f this result. There, we will find a formula similar 
to (3.21) in which, in addition to the IAn), there will also occur a sum of so-called Gamow vectors 
which are generalized eigenvectors with complex eigenvalues. These describe ither exponentially 
growing or exponentially decaying states. These generalized eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian have 
a Breit-Wigner energy distribution. The integral on the continuous part of the spectrum is also 
replaced by a term similar to the above (see Section 5). 
4. R IGGED H ILBERT SPACE FORMULATION 
OF  QUANTUM MECHANICS 
4.1. Introduct ion 
Theoretical physics is the mathematical description of physical reality. This includes the phys- 
ical interpretation f the mathematical structures of physical theory. The RHS formulation of 
quantum mechanics i formally similar, but not completely equivalent, o the Hilbert space for- 
mulation of von Neumann, and it provides the necessary mathematical tools that make the Dirac 
formalism rigorous. The aim of the present section is to present an overview of the RHS formula- 
tion and to compare this to the Hilbert space formulation of quantum mechanics. In contrast to 
the other parts of this paper which emphasize formal mathematical details, here we shall attempt 
to emphasize the physical interpretation which defines the context for the mathematics. 
At the outset, a brief remark is in order to support our freedom to assert an alternative to the 
Hilbert space formalism. First (as indicated in Section 3, and as taken up in greater detail in 
Section 5), the Hilbert space formulation simply does not permit he description of state vectors 
with exponential growth and exponential decay such as are observed in nature as resonances. 
Therefore, we must consider the possibility that the Hilbert space formulation provides only a 
subtheory. Secondly, we note the practical impossibility of performing an infinite number of 
measurements to empirically determine the "completion" of the space called @ in Section 3. So, 
it is fair to conclude that there is some latitude in formally completing this space to provide a 
well-defined mathematical structure. We believe the route chosen here, the RHS formulation, is
the most conservative g neralization f the Hilbert space formulation to include irreversibility on 
the microscopic level (exponentially growing and decaying states, an intrinsic irreversibility, and 
a quantum mechanical rrow of time), while preserving the successes of the quantum mechanics 
of stationary and reversible processes in Hilbert space. 
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4 .2 .  F rom Observat ions  to  the  R igged  H i lber t  Space  Formulat ion  
The modern interpretations of quantum mechanics [21-24,36] 23 are based upon translating 
the language of phenomenology into the mathematical l nguage of the theory (the Copenhagen 
interpretation is incomplete as it keeps phenomenology and theory apart). We adhere closely to 
the foundations ofquantum echanics developed by Ludwig and his school [21-25] .24 According 
to their ideas (which have their origin in Bohr's point of view), quantum theory is to be interpreted 
objectively, i.e., from the outside, in terms of classical physics of macroscopic preparation and 
measuring instruments. 25 
Though it is intuitively suggestive to think of microphysical (or other) quantum systems as 
corresponding tosome classical counterpart, a microphysical system is not an object with certain 
properties. A microphysical system is defined as something which is prepared by a preparation 
apparatus (e.g., an accelerator) and some time later is registered by a registration i strument 
(e.g., a detector). 26 The preparation i strument and its mode of application defined a state. 
The registration (measuring) instrument defines the observable. This dichotomy of state and 
observable is one feature on which almost all treatment of quantum mechanics agree. We shall 
see at the end of this discourse that it is the origin of the quantum mechanical rrow of time. 
Preparation i struments can be used to produce nsembles--in principle, arbitrarily largc of 
single microsystems of a particular type (e.g., electrons). Calling such an ensemble a state is 
a shorthand notation for the applied preparation procedure. We use the symbol W for such a 
state. Two ensembles ofmicrosystems are thus in different states W1 ~ W2, if they are produced 
by different (inequivalent) preparation procedures. 27 
The simplest type of measuring instrument is one on which just a single change may be triggered. 
For instance, an initially charged counter may be found either charged or discharged after it has 
been exposed to an electron emitted by some preparing apparatus. 2s Instruments of this type 
perform so-cailed yes-no measurements. Calling the observable change of the instrument an 
effect, one usually defines the result of a single measurement to be "yes" if the effect occurs, 
and "no" if the effect does not occur. 29 For many purposes, it is more convenient to associate 
"measured values" 1 and 0 with the results "yes" and "no", respectively. With this convention, 
yes-no measurements fit into a broader class of measurements, which involve instruments with, 
e.g., a movable pointer on a scale which may possibly contain more than two possible measured 
values. These more complicated instruments define a general observable. Since the measurement 
of any general observable may be interpreted, in a standard way, as a combination of yes-no 
measurements, we can restrict ourselves initially to the discussion of these yes-no measurements. 
They are not only simple prototype measurements, but are also the elementary building blocks 
for more general observables. An instrument performing yes-no measurements is called an effect 
apparatus, and shall be symbolized by the letter E or F. As in the case of preparing instruments, 
this label E stands for a complete technical description of the apparatus, including instructions 
for its application and reading. 
23The paper [36] reviews the modern interpretations. 
24We cite [25] here for a summary of this work based on [23]. 
25Bohr repeatedly stressed the importance of using the classical mode of description for the measurement process 
in quantum mechanics. Cf., [37]. 
2e An apparatus capable of undergoing macroscopic hanges triggered by the interaction with a single microsystem. 
2~rTo simplify matters in our work here, we have promptly identified the preparation procedures with the state 14z. 
However, there are different procedures to prepare the same state. (This distinction is needed in the interpretation 
of the EPR situation [38-40, Chapter XIII.3].) In a more detailed analysis of the interpretation of quantum 
mechanics, one thus has to consider many-to-one mappings of preparation apparatuses to states and of registration 
apparatuses to effects. These equivalences are expressed by equations (4.2) and (4.3). 
2SThe result will depend, loosely speaking, on the efficiency of the counter, and on whether or not the electron 
"hits" it. 
29It is equally possible, and sometimes appropriate, to associate '~yes" with the nonoccurrence of the effect, and 
vice versa. With reinterpretation of its reading in this way, the apparatus performs a different--although closely 
related--yes-no measurement. 
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Assume a preparing instrument W produces a single microsystem, which then interacts with 
a registration apparatus E, leading in turn either to the occurrence or the nonoccurrence of the 
corresponding effect on the apparatus E. Call this a "single experiment", and assume that such 
a single experiment, with given W and E, is repeated N times. (Keeping W and E fixed means 
using the same or at least identically constructed instruments in all of the single experiments.) 
We may then say that the effect E has been measured in an ensemble of N microsystems in the 
state W. 
The effect apparatus E will yield the answer "yes" in N~ single experiments, and "no" in the 
remaining N• = N - N~ cases. In general, N~ will be neither N nor zero, i.e., the outcome of a 
single experiment will not be determined completely by the instruments W and E. Nevertheless, 
in each series of N single experiments with given W and E, the fraction Nu/N comes out roughly 
the same, provided N is sufficiently large. Thus, Nu/N approaches a definite limit p(E, W) for 
very large N: 
Nu ~ #(E, W). (4.1) 
N 
We call #(E, W) the "probability" for the triggering of the effect apparatus E in the state W, or 
the probability for measuring the effect E in the state W. 
Denoting the set of states W by K and the set of effects F by L, #(F, W) thus defines a 
function # on L × K. According to its physical meaning, this function obviously satisfies 
0 < #(F, W) _< 1, (4.2) 
for all F E L and all W E K. Moreover, they also fulfill 
W1 = W2, iff #(F, W1) = #(F, W2), for all F E L, (4.3) 
and 
F1 = F2, iff #(F1, W) = #(F2, W), for all W E K. (4.4) 
In particular, this means that ensembles in different states W1 ¢ W2, as well as apparatuses 
measuring different effects F1 ~ F2, lead to different "statistics", and can thus be distinguished 
experimentally. 
Observables can be defined with the help of symmetry transformations of the registration 
apparatus relative to the preparation apparatus (e.g., the angular momenta re the generators 
of rotations) [21,22,41]. They can also be thought of as functions in Feynman's path-integration 
approach [42], or as elements in the algebra of (linear) operators in a linear space [43], or as 
elements of an abstract algebra of observables [44], and as self-adjoint operators in a Hilbert 
space [20]. States are some kind of functionals on the set of observables. Quantum mechanics 
has several formulations which are more or less equivalent, and which are based on one or the 
other of these definitions for observables. 
The most widely-known precise mathematical formulation of quantum echanics i  the Hilbert 
space formulation of von Neumann [20]. One of the principal goals of many approaches in the 
foundation of quantum mechanics i the derivation of the precise mathematical structure of 
quantum mechanics from suitable physically meaningful postulates for the sets K and L and the 
probability function #. It is a widely-held opinion that postulates which are suitable and necessary 
to derive the Hilbert space are the only ones that can be justified from physical principles. 
On the basis of this, it has often been stated that the Hilbert space of quantum mechanics i
"derived" from more basic assumptions of microphysics. This is not correct [21,22, Sections VII.9, 
VIII.7, IX.3]. The mathematical description of physical reality always contains ome idealizations. 
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For example, the topology 3° of the space of physical states cannot be "derived" from physical 
experiments. Let us, e.g., consider translations of the registration apparatus relative to the 
preparation apparatus. The amount of these translations can be made smaller and smaller, as 
long as they remain finite and not smaller than the size of the apparatus. However, we cannot 
make the translations infinitesimally small and we cannot build infinitesimally small registration 
instruments. That means an infinitesimal transformation, which is mathematically described 
in terms of the Lie algebra of the transformation group, cannot be established with the use of 
(macroscopic) detectors. From this, we see that observations cannot ell that the Hilbert space 7-/ 
is more correct han the subspace of differentiable vectors T) (the space on which the Lie algebra 
is defined), or than the subspace of analytic vectors ,4 (the space on which the Lie algebra can be 
exponentiated to the group representation). The Hilbert space provides just one mathematical 
idealization of the original (observationally defined) set K of states (preparation apparatuses) 
and of the original set L of effects (registration apparatuses). 
The Hilbert space formulation is based on the following three postulates. 
(1) To every state corresponds a unique density operator (also called statistical operator) 
and vice versa. This nonnegative trace class operator we denote again by W. The set K 
is identified with the set of these operators on the Hilbert space 7-/which we denote 
by g(7-/). 
K(~/) is convex, 3x i.e., with 0 < A < 1 and if W1, W2 • K(7-/), 
w = ~w1 + (1 - ~)w~ (4.5) 
also belongs to K(7~). Physically, this expresses the possibility of state mixing. Assume an 
ensemble of N(N >> 1) systems to be prepared N1 = AN times using a preparing instrument 
for W1, and N2 = (1 - A)N times using another preparing instrument for W2. A prescription of 
this kind defines a new preparation procedure W. A state W satisfying (4.5) is called, in view 
of this physical interpretation, a mixture of states W1 and W2. States W which are not proper 
mixtures, i.e., which cannot be represented in the form (4.5) with W1 ¢ W2 and 0 < A < 1, are 
called pure states. A pure state corresponds to a one-dimensional projection operator, 
w = I¢)<¢1, II¢ll = 1,  (4.6) 
and can, therefore, be represented by the vector ¢ (or more precisely, by the unit ray eia¢ spanned 
by the "state vector" ¢). Thus, in the Hilbert space formulation, every element in 7-/corresponds 
to a pure state. 
(2) To every projection operator E on 7-I corresponds a "decision effect" (property of the 
microsystem); to every self-adjoint operator corresponds an observable. (We continue to 
use the same letter for the operator and for the effect or observable it represents.) 
In von Neumann's version of the Hilbert space formulation, one also assumed a one-to-one 
correspondence b tween yes-no measurements and projection operators E on T/. Modern versions 
of the Hilbert space formulation [21,22] modify this assumption by admitting a larger set L(7~) 
of operators F on 7-/ to describe effects. This set L(7-/) consists of all operators F which are 
a°The  definition of neighborhoods, limits, infinitesimal, and the like. 
a lLet  V be a vector space and S C V. S is convex if for any pair f ,g E S and any real number  1 > r~ > 0, one has 
that  ~f  + (1 - cz)g E S. If S is any subset of V, we define the convex hull of S as the set of all vectors of the form 
a l  f l  + ~2f2 +""  + anf~ with fi E S, c~i >_ 0, i = 1 ,2 . . .  n and c~1 + c~2 +. . .  + a,~ = 1. If V is a topological vector 
space, we call the  closed convex hull of S the closure of its convex hull with respect o the topology on V. If V is 
taken to be the  vector space of trace class operators on ~,  then V is a Banaeh space with the norm HAIl = Tr IAI, 
with [A I = ~ .  Then,  the set of states is the closed convex hull in V of the set of pure states. 
CAr4~ 34-S/6-C 
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nonnegative and Hermitean, and bounded from above by the unit operator 
0 _ F = F t _< 1. (4.7) 
The set of projection operators E is a proper subset of L(?-/). 
Projection operators describe only very particular effects--called by Ludwig [21,22] "decision 
effects"--which, moreover, are rarely to be realized in actual experiments. In this respect, the 
convex set L(~/) of effects is quite similar to the convex set K(~/) of states, which also contains, as 
a nonconvex subset, the set of pure states (which are also very difficult to prepare). In the latter 
case, there is general agreement that the pure states form only a subset of K(~) ,  and that many, if 
not most, actual preparing instruments yield proper mixtures rather than pure states. Although 
the situation is similar for the decision effects (projection operators), corresponding statements 
about their particular ole in L(~) are much less prevalent in the literature. Decision effects 
are distinguished as the "most sensitive" effects [21,22]. Just as pure states can be operationally 
characterized by the fact that they cannot be prepared as proper mixtures of states (4.5), decision 
effects E can be similarly distinguished from more general effects F in L(?-/). The set L(7-/) of 
effects is also convex, like the set of state mixtures (mixed states), i.e., containing, in addition to 
F1 and F2, also 
F = )~F1 + (1 - ~)F2, (4.8) 
for all real A between 0 and 1. A particular general effect F can be obtained, analogous to the 
case of equation (4.5), by "mixing" two effects F1 and F2, respectively: applying the "mixed" 
apparatus F of (4.8) to an ensemble of N microsystems means using for )~N times the apparatus 
of F1, and using for (1 - A)N times the apparatus F2. Because the set of projection operators is 
not convex, such "mixing" of effects would not be allowed if every effect were a decision effect, 
i.e., would be described by a projection operator. 
In conventional treatments of quantum mechanics, only decision effects (represented by pro- 
jection operators) are considered. Von Neumann associated a property of the microsystem with 
?% 
the projection operator E = la)(al (or, in the case of degeneracy, E = (l/n)~-~=1 ]a, ~)(~,al). 
Observables are--according to the postulates--self-adjoint operators. Self-adjoint operators can 
be given in terms of projectors by the spectral theorem (the sum may be continuous) 
A = ~-'~ala)(a I = ~-'~aE(a). (4.9) 
Every projector E is associated with some property and every operator A is associated with some 
observable, and vice versa. Just as the effect apparatus defines E, the observable A is also defined 
operationally by the apparatus (including description of its construction and application) which 
measures it. The idea underlying this is that each application of the measurement apparatus to 
a single microsystem yields a well-defined real number as the measurement value. In view of the 
error connected with any real experiment, he idea that these measured values are given with 
exact precision is an idealization. 
If E is a one-dimensional projection operator on a space spanned by the vector ¢, E = I¢)(¢h 
then the property E can also be described by the vector ¢ (up to a phase factor la) = eia¢). 
Finally, we come to the third postulate of the Hilbert space formulation. 
(3) The probability for the occurrence of the effect F in a state W is given by 
#(F, W)  = Tr (FW) ,  (4.10) 
with Tr denoting the operator trace. 
On the right-hand side of (4.10), W and F denote operators, but on the left-hand side of (4.10), 
the same letters tand for the corresponding physical quantities (i.e., preparation and registration 
instruments, respectively). 
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If the state is pure, as in (4.6), then (4.10) reads 
#(F, W) = (¢, F¢). (4.10a) 
And if the effect is a one-dimensional decision effect (associated with the precisely measured 
value a), then (4.10) reads 
u(E, W) = (¢, We)  = (alWla). (4.10b) 
And if we have both a pure state W = 1¢)(¢1 for the preparation apparatus, and a one-dimensional 
decision effect F = I¢)(¢1 for the registration apparatus, then (4.9) is given by 
= I(¢, ¢)12. (4.11) 
The mathematical quantity on the right-hand side of (4.10) and (4.11) (calculated in the math- 
ematical theory), the "expectation value of the observable F in the state W", is thus associated 
with the experimental quantity N~/N on the left-hand side of (4.1), the "average value of the 
experimental numbers over the different runs of the experiment".a2 
hr. 
Z (FW). (4.12) 
N 
This association (4.12) (and the general (4.12a)) is the centerpiece ofthe physical interpretation f 
the mathematical theory of quantum mechanics (on the right-hand side) and of the mathematical 
description of the experimental numbers (on the left-hand side). It relates two different structures: 
the mathematical structures of the theory gives the right-hand side, the physical structure in 
nature gives the left-hand side, and the ~ is not a mathematical --. These two quantities can 
only be approximately the same "provided N is sufficiently large". Perhaps they are precisely 
the same for N --* oo. But we can never test a limit N ~ c~. Therefore, the association 
quantum physical observable A ~ Hilbert space operator A, 
physical state W ~-. statistical operator in Hilbert space W, 
can only be an approximate identification, 33 which is justifiable (at best) only in those cases where 
limits of infinite sequences are irrelevant. The exact identification is a mathematical idealization. 
The mathematical idealization in the Hilbert space formulation of quantum mechanics asserts 
that there is a one-to-one correspondence between (equivalence classes 34 of) the simplest prepa- 
ration apparatuses and the rays I¢)(¢1 of 7-/, and between (equivalence classes of) the simplest 
registration apparatuses and the rays I~b)(¢l of 7-/. For more complicated (and less idealized) 
apparatuses, the preparations are given by a statistical operator W in place of the ray I¢)(¢h 
and the registrations (observables) are given by linear self-adjoint (unbounded) operators in place 
of the projection operators I¢)(¢1 for the decision effects. 
Remember (Section 3.1, preceding) that the Hilbert space 7-/ is the completion ("adjoining 
limit elements of Cauchy sequences") of the linear scalar product space @ with respect to a 
meaning of convergence defined by the (Hilbert space) norm. This means that if we start with 
a vector 10) E @ and apply all observables AI,A2,... ,AN (Af arbitrarily large, but finite) of a 
physical system an arbitrarily large but finite number of times to 10), and then take all linear 
32For a general observable ,4, this association between the "average value of the experiment" and the "expectation 
value of the  theory" is 
1 -~ ~_~ N.a,~ ,~ Tr(AW), (4.12a) 
where no, a l ,  . . . .  an,  • • • denote the values measured, and where Nn is the number  of measurement  runs  that  gave 
the  result an.  
33W positive, self-adjoint, trace class. 
34These equivalence classes are defined by (4.3) and (4.4). Cf., footnote 27 in this section. 
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combinations of the resulting vectors, we still cannot reach most of the  vectors  o f  T/ (in the 
same way that one cannot get any real nonrational number by addition and multiplication, and 
their inverses ubtraction and division, of integer numbers). Furthermore, if we take one vector 
h E 7-I which is not in ~, h ¢ @, and go through the same procedure used for the vector 10), the  
resulting arbitrarily large but finite dimensional space @(h) need not have any vector in common 
with @.35 These examples how how deceptive it can be to use for the infinite dimensional 
(complete) Hilbert space, the intuition developed by analogy to finite dimensional scalar product 
spaces. From the above remarks, one can understand that the derivation of the Hilbert space  
(or any other topology for the linear scalar product space) from physical assumptions for the  
set K of states (preparation apparatuses) and for the set L of effects (registration apparatuses) 
is impossible. Thus, there cannot be any question as to the derivation of the Hilbert space. 
Von Neumann one-to-one correspondences is an idealization. 
However, the questions that one can ask are the following. 
(1) Is this idealization the most practical one that one can make? 
(2) Are there other idealizations which describe a large class of physical phenomena with 
greater accuracy (better approximations of reality) than the one under consideration? 
This brings us to the idealization given by the Rigged Hilbert Space (RHS) formulation of 
quantum echanics. This idealization could not have been chosen at the time when von Neumann 
introduced the HS formulation, because the mathematics did not exist at that time. 
In the RHS formulation of quantum mechanics, a pure state is given by a one-dimensional 
subspace of cI,, or any vector ¢ which spans this space. (Recall ~I, C 7~.) For a mixed state in 
the RHS formulation, one uses a positive operator of unit trace which leaves • invariant. 
In the RHS formulation, a decision effect (yes-no observable) is represented by a one-dimension 
projection operator I¢)(¢1, or by the corresponding vector I¢) E ~. For a general observable, 
one uses an (essentially self-adjoint) continuous operator 3s A : @ J ~ cI,. Thus, in the RHS 
formulation, an observable is represented by the triplet A C ,4 C A × of (3.6). 
The third postulate, the interpretation f the theory given by (4.10), (4.11), (4.12a), also remain 
the same in the RHS formulation, only the operators W, A and the vectors ¢ and ¢ are now 
restricted to those admissible in the RHS formulation. 
These apparently minor (and for the physics of the old quantum mechanics, imperceptible), 
modifications for the RHS formulation have the following immediate advantages over the HS 
formulation. In the RHS formulation, the respective wave functions/)~l¢/, (Ale) of the vectors 
¢, ¢ E @ (appearing inthe spectral resolution (3.17) or (3.13), or in the scalar product (3.14)) are 
all smooth functions (continuously differentiable, rapidly decreasing '~ell-behaved" functions). 
The integra l  in (3.14) is the Riemann integral and d#()~) = p()~)d~, with p(~) a real  nons ingu lar  
Riemann integrable function (observables may have either a discrete or absolutely cont inuous  
spectrum). In contrast o this, for the HS formulation, where ¢, ¢ E 7-/, the wave functions 
(~1¢), ()~1¢) are Lebesque square integrable functions which are not smooth, but are p iecewise  
integrable and are determined only up to their values on a set of zero measure. The modulus 
squared of the wave function ](~1¢)12 describes the probability distribution of the va lues  o f  ~ in 
the  state ¢ prepared by the preparation apparatus. For instance, if ~ is the momentum pin o f  the  
incoming beam, then ](pin I¢)]2 describes the momentum resolution of the accelerator. It is much 
35Here, arbitrarily large but finite means that you apply to ]0) a polynomial of A1, A2 , . . . ,  A~- of degree at most 
a definite number--say M. Otherwise, the resulting space is infinite dimensional. For instance, take f E S(R), 
different from zero. The space spanned by Q,npnf ,  m,n  -~ O, 1,2 , . . . ,  where Q and P are the position and 
momentum operators, respectively, is an infinite dimensional space. For instance, if f (x )  = e -x2,  the resulting 
space is a dense subspace of L2(R). 
36The operator E ---- I¢)(¢I can be trivially extended to 74. This operator can be proven to be continuous on ~.  
The proof is based on the fact that the topology of • is stronger than the topology • inherits from 74. Thus, we 
can extend E to ~× as follows: let la /E ~×.  Then, E×la l  = I¢)(~l a) is well defined (since ~ E ~)  and belongs 
to ~.  Therefore, E × : F x ----* • and it is continuous, provided that • has the topology inherited from ~×.  
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more natural to describe the resolution of the preparation apparatus by a smooth well-behaved 
function, [(pin[c)[2, as is done in the RHS formulation, rather than by using a class of piecewise 
integrable functions {[(pin[c)[2}, which differ from each other on a set of measure zero (e.g., for 
all rational values--in eV--of the momenta pin), as it would be in the case of the HS formulation. 
The same applies to the registration apparatus: if [¢)(¢[ is the decision effect defined by the 
(idealized) detector, and A = pOUt _ (p, 8, ~) is the momentum measured by this detector, then 
](AI¢)[ 2 = [(p, 0,~o]¢)[ 2 is the detector efficiency as a function of energy, E = p2/2m, and solid 
angle, f/ = (8, ~o). This detector esolution is much more naturally described by one smooth 
well-behaved function (RHS fomulation) than it is by functions which can differ from each other 
and jump discontinuously for any rational value of energy (HS formulation). No experimentalist 
would describe the detector or beam resolution by a set of Lebesque square integrable functions. 
In the RHS formulation, an observable is given by a rv-continuous essentially self-adjoint 
operator A leaving @ invariant. This has the enormous advantage that the observables are defined 
everywhere in @, and domain questions do not play a role. The set of relevant observables for 
any given physical system comprise an algebra of continuous operators. In fact, the topology 
of @ is chosen such that the algebra of observables in the Dirac formalism is represented by 
W-continuous operators. This is not possible in the Hilbert space formalism. In fact, it is well 
known that the Q and P fulfilling the Heisenberg commutation relation cannot be represented 
by vn-continuous operators. 
In addition to the concepts of state and observable, the RHS formulation permits the description 
of certain conceptual "objects" which are not directly measurable, but which are useful in the 
Dirac formalism and are meaningless in the von Neumann formulation. For instance, consider the 
generalized eigenvectors of the position and momentum operators, Ix) and IP), respectively, for 
all real values of x and p. These vectors are, e.g., interpreted as "scattering states", permitting us 
to imagine that, in the scattering process, some micro-objects participate 37which have definite 
momentum p, as in classical physics. These idealized "states" IP) are well-defined elements of @ ×, 
but are not in 7~. 
The "real" physical entities connected with an experimental pparatus, like the states ¢ defined 
by the preparation apparatus or like the property ¢ defined by the registration apparatus, are 
assumed in the RHS formulation to be elements of ~. But the imagined entities connected 
with microphysical systems, which are not directly accessible to observation, can be described 
by elements in @x. In the RHS formulation, the Hilbert space 7-/which appears in the Gel'fand 
triplet • C 7-I = 7-/x C ~× is only of historical and pedagogical importance. 3s For physics, 
we just need the dual pair of spaces @ C ~×, which is characteristic of the microphysical 
system under consideration. Every (species of) quantum physical system is described by its own 
C • x. In particular, the topology in @ is such that it is the largest space in which the algebra 
of observables for the quantum physical system are TcI,-continuous operators, and in which the 
generalized Dirac eigenvector expansion holds. 39 This is the way in which the RHS formalism 
implements the (mathematically modified) Dirac formalism. 
The only motivation for the introduction of the RHS formulation was to make the Dirac formal- 
ism rigorous [15-18,45,46]. As time passed, it became clear that the RHS formulation of quantum 
mechanics had other desirable features. The dual space @x may have (in addition to Dirac kets) 
generalized eigenvectors of observables with complex eigenvalues. When this observable is the 
Hamiltonian, these vectors represent states with complex energy. Generalized eigenvectors of an 
essentially self-adjoint Hamiltonian having exponential time evolution and a Breit-Wigner en- 
37Microphysical systems are the imagined agents by which the preparation apparatus acts on the registration 
apparatus. Quantum mechanical systems are not objects with definite properties. 
3SMathematically, 7~ is always immediately available, because in ~, we always have a scalar product in order to 
describe (4.11). Using this scalar product, we just complete • with respect o the topology given by its scalar 
product and obtain the Hilbert space 7-/. 
39Nuclearity is sufficient but not necessary. 
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ergy distribution, 4° are called Gamow vectors. Gamow vectors describe resonance and decaying 
states. Though other formalisms exist which do admit complex energies [2-7] (associated with 
a non-self-adjoint extension of the Hamiltonian), no other method describes as many aspects of 
phenomena related to resonances and decay without inconsistencies. Gamow vectors come from 
the second sheet S-matrix poles, and so represent resonances. They yield an exact Golden Rule 
and have exponential formation and decay. They also lead to two semigroups of time evolution. 
These concepts will be described more fully in following sections. 
We summarize the more significant differences between the RHS and von Neumann's HS for- 
mulations. 
(i) Some undesirable T~ limit elements (like states with infinite energy) are not T~ limit 
elements, and thus not in ~. 
(ii) The wave function in the energy representation ¢(E) = (EI¢) is a well-behaved smooth 
function in RHS-formulation, while in the HS-formulation, the wave function is any func- 
tion h(E)  of a class (h (E)}  of Lebesgue square integrable functions differing on sets of 
measure zero. 
(iii) The algebra of observables i represented by an algebra of continuous operators in the 
R/IS. This is not possible in the HS. 
(iv) For every algebra of observables, one postulates the existence of a c.s.c.o. Then a general- 
ization of the Gel'fand-Maurin Theorem of Section 3.2 holds, assuring the existence of a 
complete set of eigenvectors of the c.s.c.o, in ~×.  This is not possible in 7-/. 
This last statement is the central ingredient of the Dirac formulation of quantum mechanics. 
The above listed features how that the RHS formulation makes the Dirac formalism mathemat- 
ically rigorous. 
Because of its importance for quantum physics, we want to elaborate on the last point, (iv), 
and give the general form of the Gel'fand-Maurin Theorem of Section 3 as it is needed in most 
applications. 
Connected with algebra of observables for a quantum physical system is the notion of a complete 
set of commuting operators (c.s.c.o.), which was of fundamental importance in Dirac's formalism. 
The notion of c.s.c.o, can be approached from two directions, the mathematical direction and 
the physical direction. Coming from the mathematical direction, one assumes that there is a 
well-defined *-algebra 41 of operators, and one determines the c.s.c.o. 42 Only for a small class of 
operator .-algebras (e.g., enveloping algebras of nilpotent and semisimple groups) is the problem 
of the existence of the c.s.c.o, solved. The algebra of observables i postulated to be of this 
restrictive class of operator-,-algebras in (I). So, one assumes that every species of quantum 
system has its defining algebra of continuous operators in • (which may be conjectured, e.g., by 
correspondence with a classical system and its algebraic relation as given by Poisson brackets, 
or Dirac brackets, or constraint relations, etc., or from some symmetry or spectrum generating 
group), and one chooses (one of) its c.s.c.o. Then, the general Gel'fand-Maurin (also called 
Nuclear Spectral) Theorem asserts: let us assume we have a c.s.c.o., namely the set of essentially 
self-adjoint commuting operators {A1,A2, . . . ,AN}. Then, there exists a RHS ~ C ~/ C ~x  
such that we have the following. 
(i) @ has the topological properties described in Section 3. 
4°In a certain sense to be clarified later. 
alAn algebra is a vector space V in which we have defined a product, such that for a,b E V; ab E V with 
the following conditions: (i) a(ab) = (c~a)b -- a(ab), V(~ E C; (ii) a(bc) = (ab)c, Va, b,c E V (associativity); 
(iii) a(b + c) --- ab + ac (distributivity). In addition, if V is a normed space such that [[ab[[ < [la[[ lib[I, the resulting 
algebra is called a normed or Banach algebra. An algebra V is an *-algebra if there is a mapping x ~-* x* such 
that: (i) (a*)* -~ a (involution); (ii) (a & b)* ~-- a* -t- b*; (iii) (Aa)* ~-- A'a*; (iv) (ab)* = b'a*. If V is additionally 
a normed algebra, one should also demand that [[a*[] = [[a[[. A C* algebra is a Banach ,-algebra such that 
Ha*all = [[a[[ 2. An example of a C* algebra is the vector space of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space 
with the usual operator product and norm. 
42A c.s.c.o, is, in mathematical terms, a system of generators of a maximal commuting subalgebra. 
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(ii) AI, A2, . . . ,  AN leave cI, invariant and are r#-continuous on ~. Let Ai be the Hilbert space 
spectrum of the operator A~, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N and let A = A1 x A2 x . . .  x AN, where x stands 
for the Cartesian product. Then, there exists a uniquely defined positive measure/~ on A 
such that for almost all (with respect o #) (A1, A2,..., AN) in A, there exists a vector in ~x ,  
[)il, )i2,..., )iN) (these are the Dirac kets), such that if all of the operators A1, A2, . . . ,  AN 
have no singular spectrum, we can replace "almost all" by "all". 
(a) AXl)il,)is,... ,)iN) = )i~l)il,)i2 . . . .  ,AN) for any i = 1,2 . . . . .  N. Here, A x is the exten- 
sion of Ai to • x, the dual space of ~. 
(b) For any pair of vectors ¢, ¢ E ff~ and any well-defined function f on N variables, one 
has 
(¢ , f (A1,As, . . . ,AN)¢)  : ~ f()i l ,) iS,...,)iN)(¢l)i l ,)iS,...,)iN) 
(4.13) 
X ()il,)i2,..., )iNl~) d~t()il, )is,... , )iN), 
which may be written formally 
f(A1,As,... ,AN) = .~ f() i l , ) is , . . . ,  )iN)[)il, )iS,... ,)iN} ()il,)iS,... ,ANI 
(4.14) 
X d~()il, )i2, • • • , )iN). 
Formulae (3.19) can also be easily generalized to this case: 
11 = .£ [)il,)i2,... ,)iN)()il,)i2 .... ,)iN[ d~()il,)is,... ,)iN), (4.15) 
Ai = Jfh )ii[)il' )iS'"""' )iN)()i1' )iS'"""' )iN[ d~()il, )is,..-, AN). (4.16) 
As in the case described in Section 3, the RHS ~ C 7-I C @x is not unique. 
Equation (4.15) is a formula that Dirac wrote down without the mathematical qualifications 
3 ~ and justifications by analogy to the basis vector expansion ~ = Y~ffil e~(e~ •~). The spectral 
theorem is a generalization of this to the continuously infinite dimensional case with the basis 
vectors [)il ...AN), labelled by the N quantum numbers ) i l , . . .  ,AN, each of which may take 
either a continuous, a discrete, or a finite set of values. This spectral representation is therefore 
also called Dirac's eigenvector expansion. 
The nuclear spectral theorem does not say anything about he spectral measure d#() i l , . . . ,  AN) 
beyond the assertion that it exists. In general, this measure can be continuous (singularily 
continuous) and discrete. However, all operators used in physics thus far have been of the special 
kind for which dp()i) = p()i)d)i, where p()i) is a real nonnegative measurable usually smooth 
function, or d~()i) -- ~-~A, 6()i - )i~) d)i. This means operators representing observables have both 
an absolutely continuous and discrete spectrum. We shall always assume that our c.s.c.o, has 
only a discrete and an absolutely continuous spectrum. 
It often happens that some of the observables A1,A2 ..... AM of the c.s.c.o, have only an 
absolutely continuous spectrum Ac -- {()i l... AM)}, and other observables AM+l,... AN of the 
~/~iM+l )i~)}. Then, (4.15) takes the form c.s.c.o, have only a discrete spectrum AD = /V'M+~ ... 
,, z . . . z  
AD (4.17) 
x ()ii...)iM,)i~+i •..)i~ , 
where p is a smooth nonnegative function. For instance, if At,... AN ---- H,r/°p, where H is the 
Hamiltonian and r} °p is a (set of) degeneracy operator(s) with discrete spectrum, then, for every 
¢e,I, 
/ p(E) dE E [E, n)(E, vie). (4.18) ¢ 
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Approaching the concept of a c.s.c.o, from the mathematical direction is only possible if we 
already have substantial knowledge of the mathematical structure for the physical system under 
investigation, e.g., if one knows the precise classical analogue of the quantum physical system, one 
just replaces the Poisson brackets (or the Dirac brackets, if there are constraints) of the classical 
observables by the commutator f the operators that correspond to them. However, there are 
(probably) many quantum systems that do not have a precise classical analogue and there are 
new quantum observables that do not have a classical correspondence (e.g., most charges (flavors) 
in particle physics). Then, one has to approach the c.s.c.o, from the physical direction. 
From the experimental data, one finds out how many quantum numbers are required 
and what the possible values are of these quantum numbers. This provides the spectrum 
{(A1, A2,..., AN)} (or at least a part of the spectrum which one then has to idealize to 
obtain the spectrum). From the spectrum, one conjectures the c.s.c.o. {Ak}. Then, one 
conjectures the total algebra ,4 by adding to {Ak} a minimum of other operators uch 
that the matrix elements of elements of .4 calculated from the properties of this algebra 
agree with the experimental values of the corresponding observables. 
Thus, the question of what is a c.s.c.o, and what is the spectrum for a particular physical 
system and the question of when a system of commuting operators is complete turn out to 
be physical questions. If an experiment gives more values than can be supplied by a given 
system of commuting operators, then this system is not complete. One has to introduce a new 
quantum number, i.e., enlarge the number of commuting operators. This usually requires a 
further enlargement of the algebra. As the experimental situation improves, one discovers new 
quantum numbers (e.g., charges) and from this a new spectrum, leading to a new c.s.c.o, and a 
new algebra of observables. 
Physics usually progresses by approaching the c.s.c.o, and the spectrum from both directions 
simultaneously: bytheoretical speculations from the mathematical direction and by experimental 
observations from the physical direction. In either of these cases, the spectral theorem plays the 
key role. 
The features of the RHS formulation of quantum mechanics which we have listed so far im- 
plement Dirac's formalism of bras and kets. They provide a mathematical justification for the 
methods of computation often times used by physicists, who applied the heuristic rules provided 
by Dirac even though they were mathematical nonsense. These methods were more practical, and 
closer to the experimental intuition, but they did not describe additional physical structures not 
in the Hilbert space formulation (which had, in place of (4.15), von Neumann's spectral theorem). 
However, it turned out, quite unintended, that the new mathematical l nguage of the RHS 
contains, in addition to the Dirac kets (for which the RHS was originally created), also Gamow 
vectors. Gamow vectors describe quasistationary states and resonance states, which cannot be 
described in the HS formulation. Their time evolution semigroup was the first indication of 
irreversibility on the microphysical level. In this way, we arrive at a new quantum mechanics 
which not only describes stationary and reversible volution, but also irreversible processes. The 
RHS formulation is, thus, also "dealing with new physical structures" that the HS quantum 
mechanics did not contain. To describe this new physics is the purpose of our article. 
5. GAMOW VECTORS AND THE QUANTUM ARROW OF T IME 
5.1. Introduct ion 
In this concluding section, we would like to demonstrate hat there exists in the ILl-IS for- 
mulation of quantum mechanics a quantum mechanical rrow of time (QAT) independent of
any "collapse of the wavefunction". This QAT derives from the physical requirement that the 
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state must first be prepared before any observable can be measured in it. 43 The mathemati- 
cal consequence of this physical requirement is that, instead of the familiar dynamical group of 
time evolution, we have two semigroups. Therefore, this QAT leads to an irreversible quantum 
mechanics with intrinsic microphysical irreversibility, of which the conventional (von Neumann) 
quantum theory is the restriction to reversible time evolution. 
5.2. Ar rows  o f  T ime 
The phrase "arrow of time" has been used for different classes of phenomena which all dis- 
tinguish one particular direction of time [47]. This raises the question of whether there is any 
relation between these different arrows of time, and particularly of interest is whether they might 
be different manifestations of the same master arrow of time. At first glance, it would seem that 
these arrows are distinct, without any apparent relation in many cases. Some seem based on 
entirely different physical concepts. 
1. The time arrow of radiation [48,49] (or radiation arrow of time) is formulated as the 
additional axiom for the Maxwell equations tating that only the retarded solutions can 
be used. (The Maxwell equations by themselves do not constitute a complete theory.) 
2. The thermodynamic arrow says that the entropy (disorder) cannot decrease dS > 0. -d-~-- 
3. The cosmological rrow distinguishes the time direction in which the radius of our universe 
increases. 
The cosmologiocal rrow defines (the otherwise undefined) positive direction of time coordi- 
nate t as the direction into which the universe xpands. The thermodynamic arrow deals with 
the probabilistic haracter of macroscopic evolution (approach to equilibrium). It characterizes 
a large class of macrophysical processes, called irreversible, whose time reversal is not realized in 
nature. The radiation arrow is based on globally fixed boundary conditions (stating that "the 
instance of reception is later than the instance of emission" [50]). Though one is dealing with 
different physical concepts, there have been various attempts to relate the radiation arrow and 
the thermodynamic arrow to the cosmological arrow, and to each other. Early efforts include 
those of Ritz (who saw the radiation arrow as the cause of the thermodynamic arrow) and Ein- 
stein [48] (who viewed irreversibility as entirely probabilistic). A present view [51] is that, in 
addition to the macrophysical irreversibility based on probability, one must also consider "intrin- 
sic irreversibility" (an irreversibility "intrinsic to dynamics"), or irreversibility on a microphysical 
level, a4 The conventional HS formulation of quantum mechanics certainly does not allow for this 
irreversibility at the microphysical level, while it is evident hat only a small class of macrosystems 
are reversible. 
General preconceptions on microphysical irreversibility notwithstanding, there is a great abun- 
dance of experimental data which clearly demonstrates this irreversibility to be a fact even if 
the conventional quantum mechanics cannot account for it. For instance, the Particle Properties 
Data Booklet [54] indicates most particles are resonances. This shows there are a large number 
of microsystems with irreversible time evolution and only a few stable particles. Reversible time 
evolution is rare for microsystems, just as it is for macrosystems. It would not be practical to 
ignore the fact that most microsystems are resonances just because xponentially decaying states 
cannot be exactly described in the conventional Hilbert space formulation of quantum mechanics. 
43The QAT may therefore be regarded as a consequence of an "axiom of causality" implicit in the preparat ion- 
registrat ion dichotomy which lies at the basis of quantum interpretation. 
44In addit ion to the physical arrows of t ime, there are the extra-physical  rrows: the psychological arrow of t ime 
which is the direction in which we remember  the past and not the future, and connected with it the historical 
arrow or the  historical character of the world. Physicists usually consider the second law of thermodynamics ,  
dS > 0, as the  reason for these arrows [52] and reduce it to the thermodynamic  arrow and to the  cosmological 2"~' -  
arrow using the anthropic principle [53]. 
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5.3. Quantum Mechanical Time Evolution and the Arrow from Preparations to 
Registrations 
Before introducing the quantum mechanical arrows of time, we will briefly recapitulate the 
time evolution of conventional quantum mechanics. The conventional (intrinsic) time evolution 
of microphysical systems is given by a unitary one parameter group of operators generated by 
the Hamiltonian H : a state (ensemble) W evolves (SchrSdinger picture) according to 
W(t)  = Ut(t)W(O)U(t),  where U(t) = e ~H*/a, (5.1) 
or, in terms of the state vector for a pure state W = I¢)(¢1, 
¢($) = e-iHt/h¢(O), for -- oo < t < +oo. (5.2) 
An observable A evolves (Heisenberg picture) according to 
A(t) -- U(t)AoUt(t),  for - oo < t < +c~. (5.3) 
This time evolution is unitary and there is no arrow of time. Also 
S[W(t)] -= -k  Tr[W(t) In W(t)] = -k  Tr[W(0) In W(0)] = SIW(0)]. (5.4) 
Irreversibility is usually considered to enter quantum mechanics through the "collapse of the wave 
function" also postulated by von Neumann [20] in addition to the unitary time evolution (5.1) 
or (5.2). If B = ~ biEb~ is the observable measured on the state W (in an "idealized measurement 
of the first kind"), then W "collapses into W'": 
W colla_~se W'  = E Eb' WEb' reading o~ul ts  of by Eb! WEb I • 
b~ 
(5.5) 
This is considered the cause of irreversibility: 
s [w ' ]  = - Tr W' In W' = - Z <jlW%> <kl In W'I j  ) 
k,j 
= - ~ (jli)(ilWli)(ilk>{kll>(ll In Wll){ll j) 
i,j,k,l 
= - Z ( J lWI J ) ( J l  In Wl j  ) 
J 
> -   lwlo<il in w lo  -- - In w)  = s [w] .  
J 
(5.6) 
Thus, "the arrow of time emerges, according to von Neumann from the irreversible act of mea- 
surement. This implies that the arrow of time is not a property of the phenomenological world, 
but a subjective internal experience for the human perception system" [51]. 
The "collapse of the wave function" postulate of von Neumann is much debated, but was 
probably orginally just a mathematical idealization to describe the basic ideas of a quantum 
mechanical measurement. 45 It probably had as its origin, the condition of a theoretician that 
an immediate repetition of the measurement must lead to the same result. Whether or not an 
experimentalist could build an "ideal" measurement apparatus which fulfills (5.5), or would even 
want to, probably was not a great factor in its origins. 
45The measurement effects the state. 
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In the modern formulation of the quantum mechanical measurement problem, the axiom (5.5) 
is unnecessary [21,22] and many people have explained some of its consequences a a result of the 
dynamical time evolution (5.1) or (5.2) [55]. Thus, the "collapse of the wave function" may not 
even provide a quantum mechanical arrow of time, but if it does do so, it will be of a probabilistic 
nature (approach to equilibrium as > 0). ~-~_ 
There is, however, a quantum mechanical arrow of time which is not of a probabilistic nature. 
Its manifestation i nature is observed as exponential decay of quasistationary states of atoms, 
nuclei, and other resonances, and so it operates on the microphysical level. The resonance states 
have a time evolution which is not given by the dynamical group (5.2), but is given by a dynamical 
semigroup [56,57]. 
This microphysical rrow of time was originally derived as a peculiar property of the Gamow 
vectors representing resonance states [56,57], yet microphysical irreversibility seemed to be a 
much more general feature [51]. Therefore, the question arose whether there exists a fundamental 
principle of physics that is the basis of quantum mechanical irreversibility. 
The principle which leads to this quantum mechanical irreversibility is the division of a physical 
experiment into a preparation part and a registration part, and thus applies to all of physics. 
The preparation apparatus and the preparation procedure prepares a "state" (an ensemble of 
microsystems), the registration apparatus registers the "effects" and measures an "observable". 
The registration of the observable values cannot ake place before the preparation is completed. 
Therefore, we have the following formulations of the quantum mechanical rrow of time (QAT). 
An observable [¢(r))(¢(r)[ can be measured in a state ¢ = ¢(0) only after the state has 
been prepared, i.e., for r > 0 (Heisenberg picture). 
The state ¢(t) must be prepared before an observable I¢)(¢] = [¢(0))(¢(0)[ can be mea- 
sured in that state, i.e., at t _< 0 (Schrbdinger picture). (QAT) 
This arrow of time points into the same direction as our psychological rrow from the past into 
the future. This preparation-registration arrow has been given before [21,22], but was probably 
originally meant to apply to macrosystems. For microphysical systems, the time translation 
was extrapolated into the past to lead to the usual unitary time evolution operator of standard 
quantum mechanics [21,22, Chapter VII.l, 58]. In contrast to this, we do not make this unjustified 
extrapolation and will apply the QAT to microphysical systems. 
5.4. Poles  of  the S-Mat r ix  and Gamow Vectors 
While stationary states have a dual description in terms of the S-matrix and in terms of a vector 
in Hilbert space, this dual description is not possible for scattering states, resonance states, and 
virtual states (also called antibound states), so long as one restricts oneself to the Hilbert space. 
To define the Dirac kets for the scattering states was the original purpose of the RHS formulation. 
That left the quasistationary (decaying) states and resonances, and the antibound states, all still 
without a vector space description. This lack could be cured, after the eigenvectors of self- 
adjoint operators with complex eigenvalues that we met in Section 2 had been shown to have a 
rigorous mathematical foundation [28,59]. The Gamow vectors for the description of resonances 
were unexpectedly discovered in the RHS while pursuing an exact derivation of the Golden Rule 
[38-40]. The surprising discovery of these eigenvectors of self-adjoint Hamiltonians with complex 
eigenvalues led to many debates in the press [1, 60-63] and in private, and led to the derivation of 
the quantum mechanical semigroup of time evolution for these vectors [56]. The RHS vectors of 
antibound states were introduced a little later [64], so that presently, we have a dual description 
by S-matrix and by the RHS as shown in Table 1 below. The relation of the microphysical rrow 
of time given by the semigroup of the Gamow vectors to the preparation-----*registration arrows 
of Ludwig [21-24] will be the subject of Section 5.5. 
Gamow vectors and the quantum mechanical semigroups have been rederived for the Friedrichs 
model [1,51,60-63,65] and other quantum systems [66-69]. The complex spectral representation 
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using these generalized eigenvectors have been applied to large Poincar~ systems, Kolmogorov 
systems, and other mixing systems by the Brussels group [68,69]. 
Table 1. S-matrix description versus vector space description. 
Stationary 
state 
Scattering 
state 
Quasistationary 
state 
Resonance 
Virtual state 
S-Matrix Vector Space 
Description Description 
Pole in the negative 
real axis 
Eigenvector fH with 
discrete (negative) igenvalue 
(Elements of H) 
Cut along the 
spectrum of H 
Generalized eigenvector with real 
eigenvalue ofthe continuous spectrum of H 
(Dirac kets) 
Pole in the second 
sheet 
Generalized eigenvector 
of H with complex eigenvalues 
(Gamow vector) 
Pair of poles in the 
second sheet 
Pair of Gamow vectors 
Pole in the negative real 
axis of the second sheet 
Generalized eigenvector 
of H with negative igenvalue 
(Virtual state vectors) 
The Gamow vectors derive their name from the complex energy solutions of the SchrSdinger 
equation contained in Gamow's article on alpha-decay [70]. Like the plane waves (Dirac kets), 
these Gamow functions are not square integrable, but worse than for Dirac kets, their probability 
density is not only constant (like for Dirac kets), but increases exponentially in space. This 
"exponential catastrophe" xcluded them from a mathematically rigorous fomulation of quantum 
mechanics in the Hilbert space. During the last two decades, rules for the normalization of such 
Gamow functions, as well as completeness relations have been given [6,71-75] and momentum 
space representations have been developed [76,77], independently of the ILl-IS formulations. In 
addition to providing a rigorous mathematical basis, the RHS allows us to define Gamow vectors 
in terms of the resonance poles of the S-matrix. 
Although the Gamow vectors were historically earlier, the S-matrix description of resonances i  
a much more widely accepted escription, so we follow it and define a resonance (decaying state) 
as a pair of poles (or a pole) of the analytically continued S-matrix or scattering amplitude [7]. 
This definition can be justified by the various phenomenological descriptions of resonance phe- 
nomena [39,40]. We shall define the Gamow vectors from the poles of the S-matrix. 
We shall consider scattering in an idealized experiment. In the preparation stage, a mixture 
of initial states ¢ln (,,incoming plane waves") is prepared before the interaction V = H - K is 
effective (outside the interaction region). The initial state vectors ¢i, evolve in time according 
to the free Hamiltonian K : ¢in(t) = e~Kt/a¢ in. Due to the interaction, the exact state vector 
-- ¢+(t) = e-n /n¢ + = ¢+ = ¢+(0) (5.7) 
evolves through the interaction region according to the exact Hamiltonian, and ends up as a 
well-determined vector ¢out (,,outgoing spherical waves"). The state vector ¢out is determined 
from ¢in and the dynamics of the scattering process 
¢°utct) = s¢in(t) ,  S = +, (5.8) 
where n + and n -  are the M611er wave operators. 
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What is observed or registered by the detectors i not ¢out, but a property I¢°Ut><¢°utl (or a 
mixture of such properties). @out is determined by the registration apparatus, i.e., by the way 
the detector has been constructed, its energy resolution, its placement outside the interaction 
region, its trigger, etc. According to the standard results of scattering theory [39,40,78-80[, the 
S-matrix consists of the matrix elements 
(~)out(t), (~out(t)) = (~)out, s•in) = (~'~-~)out(t), a+¢in(t))  
= (¢ - ( t ) ,  = (5.9)  
where ¢°ut(t) = e-~Kt/h~°ut(o), where ¢-( t )  = e- igt /~¢ - (0), and ¢out = ¢out(0), ¢in = ¢i,(0). 
Note that ¢in(t) is controlled by the preparation apparatus and ¢°ut(t) is controlled by the regis- 
tration apparatus, but ¢°ut(t) is determined by the dynamics from the controlled in-state ¢in(t), 
and thus controlled by the preparation apparatus. 
We now establish the association of the pole terms of the S-matrix at zR = E - i(F/2) and 
z~ = E + i(F/2) with the Gamow vectors ¢c  and ~v. We use the simplest model which is 
nontrivial for our purpose. This model has the following properties. 
1. There are no bound states, there are no virtual ("antibound") states. 
2. Spectrum H -- {E I 0 < E < oo} = R+, and consequently, there is a cut from 0 < E < oo 
on the Riemann surface for the S-matrix. 
3. There is a pair of poles on the second sheet of the complex energy surface of the 
S-matrix S(w) of the complex energy w at 
.F .F 
zn = ER - ~-~, z*R = ER + ~-~. (5.10) 
The generalization to a finite number of poles za is trivial, and leads to a sum over Ri; for an 
infinite number of poles, the convergence of the infinite sum requires ome further mathemat- 
ical discussion. But, this simple model is already quite realistic for single channel scattering 
[39,40,78-80]. 
Then, we have for the S-matrix element, 
(¢ - ,¢+)  = [ dE(~- [E ->S(E+iO)  (+EI¢+), (5.11) 
JS pectrurn H 
¢+(t) = eiHt/h¢+evolves from prepared in-state ¢in(t) = (12+)-1¢+(t), (5.11a) 
¢- ( t )  = eiHt/h¢ - evolves into measured out-state ¢°ut(t) = (~-) -*¢- ( t ) ,  (5.11b) 
~+ and 12- are the Mhller wave operators. The Lipmann-Schwinger quation relates the free ]E} 
and exact IE±> eigenvectors 
1 VIE > = D+IE), (5.12) IE+> = IE> + E -  H +i~ 
where 
KIE  > = EIE),  HIE+> -- EIE+>, (5.13) 
<+EI¢+> -- (El¢in>, is the incident beam resolution, it (5.14) 
describes the energy distribution 
given by the preparation apparatus. 
is the energy distribution of the 
detected state, it is given by the 
energy resolution of the detector 
(registration apparatus). 
(-E[¢-) = (El¢°ut> (5.15) 
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The equalities of the free (El¢in), (EI¢ °ut) and exact (+EI¢+), (-EI¢-) wave functions is a 
standard result of scattering theory. 
The S-matrix element S(w), as a function of the complex energy w, has certain analiticity 
properties and fulfills certain boundedness conditions [38-40, Section XVIII.5]. The complex 
Pdemann surface for the S-matrix has two sheets with a cut from 0 to +oo, as shown in Figures la 
and lb. To represent the decaying state vector CG, we need Figure la, which shows the upper 
half-plane of the first ("physical") sheet and the lower half-plane of the second sheet with the 
resonance pole at zR. By analytic continuation of the S-matrix, we can deform the contour of 
integration to pick up a pole term which we are able to interpret as a vector and we will ultimately 
associate this with a Breit-Wigner integral. The integration in (5.11) over the spectrum of H 
is along the upper rim of the cut in the first sheet or, equivalently, along the lower rim of the 
cut in the second sheet, as is shown by E + i0 for the S-matrix and by the S-matrix relation 
S(E  + iO) = S(EII  - iO), where the subscript II refers to the second sheet, and by the + in (+El 
and the - in [E-). 
E (first sheet) 
,~  .... SpH 
E (second sheet) 
(a) 
E (second sheet) 
t_ 
E (first sheet) 
sp fi 
(b) 
Figure 1. 
We now deform the contour of integration into the second sheet of the lower half-plane through 
the cut and below the pole, as shown in Figure la. This yields an integral along the contour C_ 
below the pole plus an integral around the resonance pole at zR 
(~-,  ¢+) ---- ~_  do#<~- [o.~-)SIi(O#) <+wl*+) + f~o d~<~- [~-) ws_~- :R <+w[¢+), (5.16) 
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where s-1 = iF is the residue 46 of S(w) at zR, i.e., Sn(w) = s -1 / (w - zR) + so + s l (w - ZR) +. . .  
and the arrow under the second integral indicates the direction of integration around za in 
Figure la. 
The second integral on the right-hand side can be evaluated using the Cauchy theorem, f ( za )  = 
1/(2~ri) ~:~ dw( f (w) /w - zR), to give the pole term 
<¢-Iz~> (2~r)<+zRl¢+> = f~ d~(¢-l~-> <+~t¢+> - -  
iF 
O)  - -  ZR" (5.17) 
The first integral on the right-hand side of (5.16) represents some backround integral not related 
to the resonance per se, and we shall not concern ourselves with it here. 
If the energy wave functions (¢- ]w-)  and (+wl¢ +> fulfill some conditions in addition to being 
"well-behaved" functions, or ¢ - ,  ¢+ being • (I,, the contour integration in (5.16) and (5.17) can 
be deformed further. Because of the hypothesis that the pole of the S-matrix is associated with 
a Breit-Wigner esonance amplitude, we demand that the pole term in (5.16), i.e., the right-hand 
side of (5.17), can be given by a Breit-Wigner integral so that we associate the Gamow vector ¢c  
to the resonance pole at zR, i.e., that 
f ~ iF <¢-Iz~> <+zR]¢+> 27rF = dE<C-]E-> <+E]¢+> E - (ER - i(F/2))" OOI| (5.18) 
In order that the right-hand side of (5.17) leads to the right-hand side of (5.18), the energy wave 
function(s) must additionally be Hardy class: 
<El¢°ut> = <-EI¢-) • 7-/~ nS, or  <¢-IE-) • 7-/~ _ nS, (5.19) 
<El¢i"> = <+EI¢+> • U 2 _ NS,  o r  <¢+IE+> • U~ ns .  (5.20) 
Here, 7-/~_ (Hardy class from above) and ~/2 (Hardy class from below) denote two spaces of 
functions which are boundary values of analytic functions on the upper and lower half-planes, 
respectively, [59,81] 47 . Their definitions and an account of their properties will be given in the 
Appendix. 
If (5.19) and (5.20) are fulfilled, the contour of integration on the right-hand side of (5.17) can 
be deformed into the integration from -c~ to +c~ along the (lower edge in the second sheet of 
the) real axis. If the wave functions have the respective properties (5.19) and (5.20), then we 
call ¢ -  a '~¢ery well-behaved vector from above" and call ¢+ a '~ery well-behaved vector from 
below". This we write as 
¢ -  6 cI,+, (5.19') 
¢+ • v_ .  (5.20') 
(Note that the - and + at the vectors have their origin in the standard notation of scattering 
theory and the + and _ at the spaces have their origin in the standard notation in mathematics 
for the Hardy class spaces 7-i 2 and 7~2_.) 
Only positive values of E correspond to physical values of the (scattering) energy. Thus, the 
boundary values of (¢ - [w-)  and (+wl¢ +) are physically determined only on R + = the upper rim 
on the cut of the Riemann surface. Using the Titchmarsh Theorem and the van Winter Theorem, 
these physically determined boundary values completely determine the Hardy class functions on 
the whole complex plane. 
4eThat s- i  ---- iF follows from the unitarity of the S-matrix. 
47Baumg~irtel [81] introduced the spaces 7-I 2 and 7"/2 _ of Hardy class functions in connection with the Gamow 
vectors. 
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On the basis of (5.18), we define the Garnow vector Iz~)(27rr) 1/2 = Ca associated with the 
pole at zn = ER - i(r/2) by the Titchmarsh Theorem 4s in the following way: 
1 f_+oo 1 for all ( -E [¢- )  • 7-/2 n S. (5.21) -~  dE(¢- [E - )  E zR oo,, - ' 
The integral extends along the upper rim of the negative real axis of the second sheet. Omitting 
the arbitrary ¢ -  • @+, we obtain 
-7  \2"~] J-ooH dE[E- )E  - (ER - i(r/2)) = Ca, (5.22) 
as a functional Iz~) • @~. 
With these new limits of integration from -co  to +co, equations (5.18) and (5.21) are then the 
Titchmarsh Theorem. (See the Appendix.) This ability to extend the domain of integration to 
the whole real line of energy values means that we will ultimately be able to say that our Gamow 
vectors are able to decay exponentially. Because of the ability to identify Hardy class functions 
with their boundary values on R + (van Winter's Theorem, see the Appendix), we can define the 
-boo Gamow vectors by an integral f~-ooH dE, as was done in (5.21) and (5.22). These "exact" Gamow 
vectors replace the "approximate" Gamow vectors of the conventional theory, which are defined 
by an integral f+oo dE as prescribed by the spectrum of H. These approximate vectors do not in 
general exhibit perfect exponential decay since their integration is bounded from below. However, 
it can be shown that for F/2ER << 1, the approximate Gamow vectors resemble the exact Gamow 
vectors arbitrarily closely. We thus expect resonances to exhibit exponential decay. The Gamow 
vectors are uniquely determined by the poles of the analytically continued S-matrix. But, due 
to the "background" integral given by the first term on the right-hand side of (5.16), the state 
vector ¢+ • @_ can have deviations from the exponential behavior. 
We use an identical procedure to define another Gamow vector ~a from the pole term of the 
S-matrix at z~z = ER + i(F/2). We start from the complex conjugate of (5.11), use the symmetry 
relation of the S-matrix S(E - iO) = S*(E + iO) [38-40], and deform the integration contour as 
shown in Figure lb. If (5.20) and (5.19) are fulfilled, following a prescription analogous to that 
we used for zR, one obtains the Breit-Wigner integral for the pole term at z~: 
1 [+oo 1 
(¢+lzy) (-zNl¢-) = ~ #-oo,, dE (¢+IE +) ( -E[¢- )  E _ (ER +/ ( r /2 ) ) '  (5.23) 
Equation (5.23) is the Titchmarsh Theorem once again. The integration in (5.23) is along the 
lower edge of the cut and the negative real axis in the upper second sheet (all (complex) energies 
that we consider here are in the second sheet, the spectrum of H is {E + i0 • 0 < E < co} = 
{EII - i0;  0 _~ EII < co}). On the basis of (5.23), we define the Gamow vector Iz~+)(2~r) 1/2 = ~a 
associated with the pole at z~z = ER + i(F/2) by 
F 1 dE(¢+lE-b) 1 for all (+E[¢ +) • 7-/2_ nS, (5.24) = oo,, E -  
integrated along the lower rim and the negative real axis on the second sheet. 
This is the Titchmarsh Theorem associating to the function (¢+IE +) • 7~., its value (¢+[z~ +) 
at z~z. This definition (5.24) defines the Gamow vector ~c = (2rr)l/2[z~+) as the functional 
+) • 
1 ,//"~ f-boo dElE-b) 1 ~ ~G, 
IzR+) (2~rF)l/2 -- 7 V 27r J-oou E - (ER +/(F/2)) (5.25) 
over all ¢+ • @_. 
4SSee the Appendix. 
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Further contour deformation of (5.16) gives the "complex spectral decomposition" 
f-:" = dE(#z-lE+)(+El¢+)+(¢-lz~)<+zRl¢+)2~rr, 
dO 
(5.26) 
and, if we omit the arbitrary ¢ -  • ~+, we obtain the new generalized basis system expansion 
+ • (5.27) 
If there are N resonance poles at zR, = ER, - i (F j2 ) ,  then we have a sum over the corresponding 
Gamow vectors 
f 
--oox! N 
¢+= dEIE+)(+EI¢+)+ I¢+>, 
JO i=1 
(5.28) 
in place of the single term in (5.27) and (5.25).  49 
Summarizing, the resonance pole of the S-matrix at zR = ER - i ( r /2)  leads to the Gamow 
vector ¢c  = v/~-~[z~), which is defined by (5.21) and (5.22) as a functional over cI,+ : IzR) • 
cI,~_. And the resonance pole of the S-matrix at z~ = ER + i (r /2)  leads to the Gamow vector 
~c  = x/~-~[z~+), which is defined by (5.24) or (5.25) as a functional over ~I,_: [z~ +) • ~x.  
We now begin consideration of the time evolution of the Gamow vectors ¢c  and ~a. For this 
purpose, we replace ¢ -  H He-  in (5.21), and use (H¢- IE- )  = (¢ - IH IE - )  = E(¢ - IE - ) ,  and 
we also replace ¢+ ~-. He  + in (5.24) and use (H¢+IE +) = E(¢+IE+); then 
1 dEE(¢ - IE - )E  - zR <H¢-[z~) - 2~i -  - zR<¢-[z~), (5.29) 
and 
1 /_ oo 1 = 
oo dEE(¢+IE+> E-  z*R (5.30) 
The second equality in (5.29) and (5.30) is a consequence of the Titchmarsh Theorem which holds 
in this case because 
EP(¢ - IE  - )  • 7t2- n3 ,  for (¢ - IE - )  • 7/2- n 3, (5.31) 
and 
EP(¢+[E+)eT-12+n8, for (¢+IE+) • 7~. n 8, (5.32) 
for every power p -- 1, 2, 3, . . . .  
In the language of (3.7), equation (5.29) means that [z~) • @~. is a generalized eigenvector 
of H with eigenvalue ZR: 
(g¢- I z~> = <¢- [H x Iz~) = zR (¢ - I z~) ,  for all 0 -  • @+, (5.33) 
or  
H x [z~)= zR Iz~). (5.33') 
Equation (5.30) means that [z~z +) E ~x is a generalized eigenvector of H with eigenvalue z~: 
<HC+lz~+)=(C+[H×lz~+)=z~<C+lz*R+), for all ¢ + E~_,  (5.34) 
49Similar basis vector expansions have been obtained in [6,71-75]. 
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or  
H x Iz~ +> = z~ +>. (5.349 
We now consider the time evolution of the Gamow vectors. The time evolution in Hilbert space 7-/ 
is represented by e -iHt/h (or, equivalently, by the SchrSdinger equation). The extensions of this 
operator to the two different spaces ~_  and (I)_ x is given by the definition of the dual or conjugate 
operator (3.5): 
and 
for all ¢ -  • ~+ (5.35) 
for all ¢+ 6 (I)_. (5.36) 
, - iHt/h,  These extensions (which we have denoted before by "e+ iHt/h'' and e_ ) hereafter will be 
-iHXt/h denoted by e+ iHxt/h and v_ , respectively. We thus have the following two triplets of 
operators corresponding to the two triplets of spaces. To 
¢,+ c c 
corresponds 
and to 
corresponds 
e-~Htlnl,~ + C e - i~t/h C "e+iHtlh" :~ (eiHt/h) × 
+ 
= e+ iH×t/h, (5.37) 
The operator e iHt/a needs to be a continuous 5° operator from ~+ to ~+ in order to define the 
conjugate operator (e~Ht/a)~. This will not be the case for every value of the parameter t. The 
same is true for the operator d Ht/a in ~_ .  We shall show that "e+ iHt/a" can be defined only 
for t _> 0, and that "e -iHt/a'' can only be defined for t _< 0. This means that (5.37) and (5.38) 
do not form a one-parameter g oup, but only a semigroup. To show this, we calculate 
< I l f__ ÷°° eiHt/h¢-IZR -- 2~i o~,i i (5.39) dEe- iEt /h(¢ - ]E-) E - zR' 
where we have made the substitution ¢ -  --* eiHt/h~) - in (5.21), and have used (eiHt/h~ - ]E-)  = 
<¢-[E->e -(Et/h. Provided that e-iEt/h(~b-[E -)  in (5.37) is an element of 7_/2_ N S, we can 
use the Titchmarsh Theorem for the function G_(E)  = e-iEt/h(~b-lE - ) 6 7.[2_. Since, for 
(C - [E - )  6 7~ 2 _ n S, it follows also that 
e- iE t /h (¢- [E  -)  6 7-[ 2 a S, only if t _> 0, (5.40) 
we can use the Titchmarsh Theorem for the right-hand side of (5.39) only if t > 0. Then, it 
follows that the right=hand side of (5.39) is equal to e-iZat/h<~) - IZR), and we obtain 
), onlyfort_>O. (5.41) 
5°With respect o the topology in (I). Since e iHt/h is unitary, it is a continuous operator with respect o the 
topology of ~/ for all values of t. 
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This we write as a functional equation over the space @+, in analogy to (3.7'), as 
(e'"t/~) × I:~) = e+ '"~'/~ I:~) = e-'=:'/~ I:~) 
= e- i~Rtl t~e-(r l i ) t la  Iz~), only for t > O. 
(5.41') 
Note that the first equality in (5.41) is the definition of the conjugate operator (3.5), and the sec- 
ond equality is the result of the use of the Titchmarsh Theorem for the function e- iHt /a (¢  - IE - ) .  
In (5.41'), the first equality is just a use of our new notation for the conjugate operator 
(eiHtltt)  : -- e+ iH×tlt~, (5.42) 
which we introduced in (5.35), and the second equality is the result (5.41). A comparison of the 
second equality with (5.33') shows the consistency of the notation (5.42). The equality 
e¥ '"x</~ I*~) = e-':"'/~ I :~),  only for t > 0 (5.43) 
could already have been obtained formally from (5.33'), except for the qualification that it is 
valid only for t > 0, which is a consequence of (5.40). Since for t < O, e iHt/ti is not a continuous 
operator from q,+ to @+, the conjugate operator (e iHt/l~) x, i.e., e~_ iH× t/tt cannot be defined for 
t<Oon ~x +- 
Analogous arguments apply for the space triplet q~_ C ~/ C q~x. For t < O, e iHt/t~ is a 
continuous operator from q,_ to q~_ and we can define the conjugate operator by 
+ ) = <++1 <++1 - .  '+',, 
for t < 0 only, and so one obtains 
e-il-lXt/It • * tt - I~;¢) = e- , . . ' /  Iz~+) 
= e-iI~atlt~e(rli)tl a Iz~+), only for t _< O. 
(5.44b) 
The preceding has shown that e+ iHxtl~ can be defined on Ca = Iz~)vZ~r only for t > 0, and 
that e-_ iR×t/a on ~c = [z~z+)v/~'~ can only be defined for t < 0. This shows that instead of 
the dynamical group Ut(t) of (5.1)-(5.3), we have two semigroups. For -oo < t _< 0, the time 
evolution is given by e -iHxt/h, and for 0 _< t < +oo, the time evolution is given by e~ iH×t/h. 
In particular, if a microphysical system is described by the Gamow vectors Iz~) and Iz~+), then 
this physical system has a direction of time built into it, a very remarkable result. 
5.5. The Quantum Mechanical Arrow of Time 
In the preceding section, we saw that the time evolution of the Gamow vectors was given by 
semigroups and was, therefore, irreversible. If Gamow vectors represent microphysical systems 
(resonances), then we have a microphysical rrow of time. We shall now show that the arrow 
of time of the Gamow vectors is equivalent to the preparations---~registrations arrow of time 
applied to a scattering experiment in which the Gamow states appear as resonances. 
We visualize the preparation apparatus as setting some microphysical system in motion which 
we later observe using the registration apparatus, and we use dynamical equations to describe 
the evolution of the microsystem, and what we observe is a time translation of the registration 
apparatus by some t > 0 relative to the preparation apparatus. 
In order to formulate the quantum mechanical rrow of time, we return to the description of 
the scattering experiment inSection 5.4. The experiment is, like every experiment, a combination 
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of a preparation procedure and a registration procedure. The preparation procedure determines 
the in-state ¢i"(t) and, together with the interaction V, the state ¢°ut(t). The registration 
procedure defines the observable @°ut(t) which is the "property" of ¢°ut(t) that is detected by 
the registration apparatus. We choose t = 0 to be the time before which all preparation of ¢in(t) 
must be completed and after which the registration of ¢°ut(t) begins. To show the equivalence of
the time arrow of the Gamow vectors with the QAT in Section 5.3, we must translate the QAT 
into a mathematical statement pertaining to this idealized scattering experiment. 
Since t = 0 is the time at which all preparations are completed, we have that for t > 0, 
the energy distribution of the preparation apparatus must vanish, e.g., (E, v[¢in(t)) -- 0 for all 
physical values of E and 77 (r/are the additional quantum numbers, which we usually suppress). 
As the mathematical statement for "no preparations for t > 0", I(E,r/l¢in(t))I 2 = 0 for t > 0, we 
write: 51 
0 = dE  (El¢in(t)) = dE (+El¢+(t)) = dE (+S I e - 'Ht/ l i  I¢+), 
c~ 
(5.45) 
or  
f 
oo 
0 = dE  (+EI¢ +) e -~E'/a - ~'(t), for t > 0. (5.46) 
oo 
Here, we have defined the function ~-(t) (not  a vector) which is the Fourier transform of the 
energy wave function (+EI¢ +) E S. 
Since t = 0 is also the time at which the registration begins (i.e., the registration apparatus 
(detector) is set such that no value of E or 77 can trigger it prior to t = 0), until then we have 
I(E, r/l¢°ut(t)) I = 0. As the mathematical statement of "no registration for t < 0", we write: 
0 --~ / dE(El~)°ut(t)) -~ / dE(-Ei~)->e -iEt/h - ~(t), for t < 0. 
The two equations (5.46) and (5.47) are the mathematical statements of the quantum mechanical 
arrow of time. 
As the vectors ¢in and ¢out describe the experimental pparatus, they are well-behaved vectors. 
Their energy distribution (EI¢ in) = (+EI¢ +) and (El¢ °ut) = (-El~b-) describe the resolution of 
the preparation and registration apparatus, respectively, and are therefore smooth, well-behaved 
functions of E. Thus, 
G+(E)  =- ( -E I¢ - )  e S, 
G_(E)  - (+EI¢ +) ~ S, 
and its Fourier transform S 9 9(t) = 0, 
and its Fourier transform ,.q 9 ~'(t) = 0, 
for t < 0, (5.48) 
for t > 0. (5.49) 
The Paley-Wiener Theorem (Appendix) asserts that G+(E)  belongs to 7~ if and only if it 
{-oo<t<0 } 
is the Fourier transform of a square integrable function which is zero for times 0<t<oo • 
Consequently, from (5.48) and (5.49), it follows that 
and 
(El¢°ut) = <-E[¢-)  e 7"/~_ NS, or ¢ -  e @+, (5.50) 
(EI¢ ia )=(+E]¢  +)e7- I  2[qS, or ¢+ E@_. (5.51) 
SlFrom (E]¢ l") E 7"/2_ N 8, it follows e-~Ht/h(El¢ i") E 7"l ~_ N 3. Therefore, (Ei¢i"(t)) are completely determined 
by their values for E > 0, and the integrals in (5.45)-(5.47) extend from -oo to +oo. 
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These are the same conditions as the conditions (5.19),(5.20) which were needed in Section 5.4 to 
associate the Gamow vectors with the resonance poles of the S-matrix, and to derive the proper- 
ties of the Gamow vectors. Here, these conditions were obtained from the quantum mechanical 
arrow of time as the consequence of a mathematical theorem. 
We can thus say that causality in the form of the arrow from preparation to registration 
restricts the possible in-state vectors ¢+ and observable properties ¢ -  of the S-matrix to those 
which were needed to define the Gamow vectors from the poles of the S-matrix. 
It is, therefore, not surprising that we find this arrow of time in systems which admit resonances. 
The time evolution semigroups of the Gamow vectors are just a particular manifestation f this 
QAT. The QAT is more generally valid; applied to a scattering experiment, it gives us the 
spaces @_ and @+, and the bipartition of the RHS into the two triplets of spaces ~± C 7~ c @x, 
each with its own semigroup of time evolution. This bipartition is the mathematical condition 
for the intrinsic irreversibility in quantum mechanics. 
6. CONCLUSION 
The primary aim of this paper has been to discuss a formulation of quantum echanics using the 
mathematics of a Rigged Hilbert Space in place of the conventional Hilbert space. This Rigged 
Hilbert Space (RHS) formulation provides a mathematically correct way of describing Dirac's 
kets, and in addition, vectors of exponential growth and decay, the Gamow vectors. This allows 
the mathematical description of quantum evolutions that are irreversible at the microphysical 
level and which are mathematically impossible to describe in the Hilbert space formulation of 
quantum theory. 
We began this paper by illustrating how self-adjoint operators may naturally have complex 
eigenvalues. We observed how a self-adjoint generator of S0(2, 1) associated with a noncompact 
subgroup can map vectors from inside the Hilbert space to outside of the Hilbert space, and 
so one has to equip the Hilbert space with some appendages to accomodate he transformed 
vectors which are no longer in the Hilbert space 7-/. s~ It is surprising that these appendages 
are the same nuclear space @ and its dual @× which were first used by Gel'fand and others 
for the spectral theorem of self-adjoint and unitary operators, and which later were applied 
to make the Dirac formalism rigorous. We then defined the Rigged Hilbert Space or Gel'fand 
triplet @ C 7~ C @x in Section 3, as the completion of one linear space with respect o three 
different topologies. The major result of that section was the Gel'fand-Maurin spectral theorem, 
which is the mathematical formulation of Dirac's eigenvector expansion. The eigenvalues of 
Dirac are real. Next, we sought an eigenvector expansion which contains eigenvectors of self- 
adjoint operators with complex eigenvalues instead of the real values for the Dirac kets. These 
generalized eigenvectors we called the Gamow vectors for the case where the self-adjoint operator 
is the Hamiltonian. This form of the "complex spectral theorem" is obtained by an analytic 
continuation from the nuclear spectral theorem as has been discussed in Section 5. 
In Section 4, we discuss the foundations ofquantum echanics and show that both the Hilbert 
space fomulation and Rigged Hilbert Space formulations can be justified from them. The Hilbert 
space formulation is an idealization, and we argued that the standard identification ofquantum 
physical observables with Hilbert space operators can be justified only when all limits of infinite 
sequences in the Hilbert space topology have a physical meaning. Since this cannot be asserted, 
the Hilbert space formualtion cannot be derived, and one may choose other possible idealizations. 
The rigged Hilbert fomulation is an alternative which was suggested by the Dirac formalism of 
bras and kets. But, in addition, the RHS formalism can describe xponentially growing and 
exponentially decaying states, and states with semigroup time evolution. These are substantive 
physical issues which can be addressed in the RHS and with which the HS cannot deal. 
52Hence, the analogy to outfitting or rigging a hull to make a complete ship. 
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The Hilbert space quantum theory is "sort of" a subtheory of the RHS formulation of quantum 
mechanics. "Sort of" means that the restriction of the new theory to the domain in which the 
old theory applied is the same as the old theory, up to physically imperceptible differences. 
The standard quantum mechanics is a theory of stationary states and reversible processes 
for microphysical systems. Time evolution in conventional Hilbert space quantum mechanics is 
postulated to be given by the reversible one parameter group of unitary operators Ut (t) = e -iHt/h 
generated by the Hamiltonian H, and is therefore reversible. But, only a minority of microphysical 
systems actually have reversible time evolution--see, .g., the Particle Properties Data Book of 
the Particle Data Group. It would be highly impractical if one wanted to deny that all the 
resonances are autonomous microphysical systems. 
Gamow had represented decaying states by eigenfunctions with complex energy (ER -- i(F/2)) 
(where ER is the resonance nergy and F is the width of the resonance) prior to the emergence 
of any extensive mathematical quantum theory. Because of problems like the "exponential catas- 
trophe", Gamow's representation f decaying states was regarded as only an approximation, and 
his "functions" were even less acceptable than Dirac's delta functions in the Hilbert space the- 
ory. In the Rigged Hilbert Space, complex energy eigenstates appear naturally as generalized 
eigenvectors of a self-adjoint Hamiltonian with complex eigenvaJues. We discussed this in Sec- 
tion 5, where we defined Gamow vectors from the resonance poles of the (analytically continued) 
S-matrix. In order to accomplish this, we were led to the mathematical conditions that the 
energy wave functions be %rery well behaved" (e.g., belonging to 7-/~: M S). The Gamow vectors 
have semigroup time evolution, possess exponential growth or exponential decay, and exhibit a 
microphysical rrow of time. This microphysical rrow of time is then shown to be a manifesta- 
tion of a more general quantum mechanical arrow of time (QAT) which can be expressed vaguely 
in the following way. A quantum physical state must first be prepared before an observable can 
be measured in it. If this condition is applied to a resonance scattering experiment, it can be 
shown that the arrow of time from the state to the observable (or from the preparation to the 
registration of a scattering experiment) is equivalent to the arrow of time given by the exponential 
decay of Gamow states. Since the QAT is just an expression of causality, this suggests that the 
intrinsic irreversibility of the resonance's time evolution is of causal origin. 
APPENDIX  A 
In this appendix, we shall discuss certain mathematical concepts, which have been used 
throughout the present review. 
Hilbert Space Spectrum 
Let A be a fixed complex number, A a linear (bounded or not) operator on the Hilbert space 7-/, 
with domain D 53, and II the identity operator on 7~. Consider the operator A -AI I .  
A belongs to the po int  or  d iscrete spect rum of A if and only if A -A I I  is not one to one. In 
this case, there exists a subspace of vectors f E :D such that Af  = A f ,  i.e., they are eigenvectors 
of A with eigenvalue A. The discrete spectrum of A is denoted as Pa(A).  The discrete spectrum 
of an operator is not always a discrete set of points as is the spectrum of the Hamiltonian of 
the harmonic oscillator. For instance, the discrete spectrum of the annihilation operator in the 
theory of the (one-dimensional) harmonic oscillator is the whole complex plane. 
We define the range 7~(A -AI I )  of the operator A - AII as the subspace image of l) by A -AI I .  
Assume now that A -A I I  is one to one and that T~(A - AII) is not dense in 7-/. Then, A E T~a(A), 
the residual spectrum of A. A normal (AA + = A+A) bounded operator, as well as a self- 
adjoint unbounded operator, has empty residual spectrum. A typical example of an operator 
53The domain T) of a linear operator A is defined to be the subspace of vectors of 74 on which A acts. One should 
require that :D be dense in 74, so that  the adjoint A + of A be well defined. This  means that any neighborhood of 
any f E 74 contains points of T). Then,  if A is bounded (continuous), T~ ---- 74. 
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having a nonempty residual spectrum is the creation operator a+ in the theory of the harmonic 
oscillator, for which 0 E 7£a(a+). 
If A-A I I  is one to one, 7~(A-AII) is dense in 7~, but the inverse (A-AI I ) -1 : 7~(A-AII) ~ ~ D 
is not bounded, we say that A E Ca(A), the cont inuous  pect rum of A. 
Finally, if A - AII is one to one, 7~(A -A I I )  is dense in 7~ and the inverse (A - AII) -1 is 
bounded in 7~(A -A I I )  (and hence, it can be extended to a bounded operator on 7~), A E p(A), 
the reso lvent  of A. 
By definition, the spect rum a(A) of  A is the union of the discrete, residual, and continuous 
spectra, so that 
a(A) = Va(A) U Tia(A) U Ca(A). (A.1) 
According to our definitions, these three kinds of spectrum are disjoint sets of the complex plane. 
Also, any complex number A belongs either to p(A) or to a(A). 
An important result is given by the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let A be a seff-adjoint operator (A + = A) on a Hilbert space TI. Then, a(A) is 
a nonempty (closed) subset of the real line. In this case, A is bounded ff and only ff a(A) is 
a bounded set. The same results are valid if we replace the words self-adjoint by essentially 
self-adjoint. 54 
Hardy  Class Funct ions  on  a Ha l f -P lane  
7~ functions 1 _< p < oo are defined on both the upper C+ = {z E C Im z > 0} and the lower 
C_ = {z E C Im z < 0} half-planes of the complex plane C, respectively. 
A function G(E) defined almost everywhere (with respect o the Lebesgue measure) 55 on R is 
p-integrable if
/ ?  ]G(E)IP dE < oo, respect Lebesgue measure on (A.2) with o the R. 
oo 
In particular, if p = 2, we say that G(E) is square integrable. We say that two p-integrable 
functions of the real line belong to the same class if they differ on a set of zero Lebesgue measure 
only. The classes of the p-integrable functions on R is a vector space. If we endow it with the 
norm 
where f is a function representative of its class, we obtain a Banach space, which is a Hilbert 
space if and only if p = 2. 
j- upper  
A complex analytic function G± (E + iy) on the t lower } half-plane belongs to the 7~ class if 
and only if G+ (E + iy) is p-integrable for any fixed V ~ 0 and 
sup foo  IG(E + iy)IP = k < c~. (A.4) 
y--,0 J -oo 
Their boundary values on the real line, given by the functions G±(E),  exist for almost all E, with 
respect o the Lebesgue measure on R. G±(E) E LP(R). Each of the 7~: classes of functions is 
a vector space. In particular, if p = 2 the spaces 7~: are called Hardy  spaces. 
An interesting result is given by the Titchmarsh Theorem, which states the following theorem. 
THEOREM (TITCHMARSH). Let G± (z) E 7"[~. Then, for any z : Eo + iy with y ~ O, one has 
1 /?  G+(E) 
G±(z) = +~i  oo -E--z dE, Im z ~ 0, (A.5) 
54Since the spectrum of a closable densely defined linear operator is equal to the spectrum of its closure. It is 
interesting to remark that the spectrum of a bounded operator isnever empty. However, the spectrum of a closed 
unbounded operator may be empty. 
55This means that the function G(E) may not be defined on a set of zero Lebesgue measure. 
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and 
oo -E : -~  dE = O, Im z <> 0, (A.6) 
where the star denotes complex conjugation. 
upper "t. This means that the values of any ?-/~: function on the { lower J half-plane are determined by 
its boundary values on the real line. Thus, if we know the function G+(E), we can obtain all 
the values G±(z) by using (A.5). This one-to-one correspondence b tween the 7~: functions and 
the functions giving their corresponding boundary values on R allows us to identify G+ (z) with 
G+(E), respectively. 56 
Let us give now another interesting result. 
THEOREM (PALEY-WIENER).  
(i) Let G+(E) 6 ~P~, 1 < p < 2. Then, their respective Fourier transforms vanish on the 
inte  ( }. 
(ii) A square integrable function G±(E) belongs to 7-l~, respectively, if and only if it is the 
.f (o,oo) Fourier transform of a square integrable function which vanishes on the interval t (-oo,o) }" 
As a consequence of the Paley Wiener Theorem, Part (ii), we have 
L~(R) = T/~_ ~ 7"l 2, (A.7) 
where @ denotes the direct sum of the vector spaces ?f~, and 7~2_. 
Let G + ( E) E TI2+. Its complex conjugate G~ ( E) E TI2_. This is an immediate consequence of
the definitions. Therefore, according to (A.7), G+(E) and G~_(E) are orthogonal. This means 
that 
/5 F 0= [G*+(E)I*G+(E)dE= e E)dE. (A.8) oo  oo  
Analogously, 
f °°G2(E) dE = 0, VG_(E) 6 ?f2_. (A.9) Oo 
The Schwartz  Space (one dimension). S(R) is the vector space of the infinitely differentiable 
(smooth) functions uch that they and their derivatives vanish at infinity faster than the inverse 
of any polynomial. If G(E) E S(R) 
lim Emd~G(E)=O,  n ,m=O, 1,2 ... .  (A.10) 
E--,4-c~ 
The functions in the Schwartz space are square integrable with respect o the Lebesgue measure 
on R and 8(R) is dense in L2(R). 57 3(R) is usually endowed with a (metric) topology such that 
the canonical embedding i : S(R) H L2(R) is continuous. This topology is given by a countable 
number of norms and is nuclear. 
As a consequence, if we call S x (R) the dual of S(R), we have that the triplet S(R) C L2(R) C 
S x (R) is a RHS. 
Van Winter  has proven that a function on 7-/2~ is uniquely defined by its boundary values on 
R + = [0, c~), the nonnegative part of the real line. In order to state the van Winter Theorem, we 
need to define the Mellin transform first. 
56G4- are not really functions, but denote two classes of functions. Two functions of the same class differ only on 
a set of zero measure. This also applies to the elements of the Hilbert space L2(R). 
57Although S(R) is a space of functions and L2(R) a space of classes of functions, S(R) can be identified with 
a subspace of L2(R) by identifying each of the G(E) E S(R) with the class to which it belongs. Two different 
functions G(E) and F(E) in 8(R) differ on a set nonzero Lebesgue measure and, therefore, they belong to different 
classes. 
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Let G(E) be a function on R +. Its Mellin tranform is a function defined almost everywhere 5s 
onRas  
1 G(E)E i8-1/2 dE, (A.11) I f ( s )  = 
provided that the integral exists for almost all s E R. 
THEOREM (VAN WItqTER). A function G(E) E L2(R +) can be extended to R = (-c~, O) to 
become a function in 7-12+ if and only if its Mellin transform satisfies 
? (1  +e 2~8) < ~.  (A.12) IH(s)12 ds 
oo  
This extension is unique. The va/ues of G(z) for z = pe i° : 0 < 8 < ~r, p > 0 are given by 
G '°) -- If(s) ds. (A.13) 
(21r) 1/2 ~ 
In particular, for negative values of E, G(E) is given by 
F G(-E)  = 1 H(s) (Ee~) -~s-1/2 ds. (A.14) (2~) 1/2 
(A.13) is the inverse Mellin transform of H(s). A similar result can be obtained for TI2-. 
It is important to remark that there are functions defined on R + that can be extended into R -  
in two ways, one resulting in a function in ~/~_ and the other in a function in 7-/2_. 
Usefu l  P roper t ies  o f  Operators  and  Extens ions  
Let A be an unbounded operator on a Hilbert space 7-/with domain D(A) dense in 7~. A is 
symmetric on 7)(A) if (A f, g) = (f, Ag), V f, g E ~)(A). 
An unbounded symmetric operator A may have one, none, or an infinite number of self-adjoint 
extensions. 59 When A has a unique self-adjoint extension, it is called essentially self-adjoint 
(e.s.a.). 
Let Tf be a Hilbert space and consider the Cartesian product 7~ × 7-[ with the following definition 
of the sum and the product by scalars: 
{f l ,g l )  -F {f2,g2} = { f l  -}- f2,gl -1- g2}, .~{f,g} = {Af,  ),g}. (A.15) 
Then, 7~ x ~ is a vector space. I f  we endow it with the following norm, I1{/" g}ll = Ilf l l  + Ilgll, 
it is a Banach space. Let A be an operator. 6° The graph  of A, GA is defined as the subspace 
of 7~ x 7~ of the elements of the form GA = {f, A f}, Vf E D(A). A is c losed if GA is a closed 
subspace of 7~ x 7~. A is c losable if the closure of its graph (the graph plus the limit points) is 
the graph of an operator A, the closure of A. A symmetric operator is always closable. A closed 
operator defined on all the vectors of 7~ is bounded (Closed graph theorem). 
THEOREM. Let A be a symmetric operator. The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) A /s  e.s.a. 
(ii) The closure of A is seff-adjoint. 
(iii) A + = A ++. 
(iv) The ranges of the operators A ± iH are both dense in 7-l. 
If A is symmetric, the orthogonal complement of the ranges of A ±i I I  are, respectively, Ker {A + ~: 
iII}, the respective kerne/s of A + =FiII. By deficiency numbers of A, we mean the numbers n+ = 
dimelzsion of Ker{A + ~ iII}. Tl~s definition adds a new characterization of the essential serf- 
adjointness to be added to all of above. 
(v) n+ = n_  = 0. 
5SWith respect o the Lebesgue measure. 
5°An operator B is an extension of A if ~(A) C 2~(B) and Bg = Ag; Vg E 2~(A). 
6°In general, although not necessarily, unbounded. 
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Furthermore, if n+ = n_ ~ 0, the symmetric operator A has an infinite number of self-adjoint 
extensions. This is, for instance, the case of the following operator: 
f • Cl[a'b] } (A.16) 
T)(A) = f(a) = f(b) = O " 
This domain is dense 61 in L2[a, b]. Then, if we define 
(Af)(x) = i d r (x ) ,  Vf  • ~(A), (A.17) 
this operator has deficiency indices n+ = n_ = 1, since the differential equations i d.f(x) = 
:l=if(x) have a solution unique on L2[a, b] up to a constant. 
However, if n+ ~ n_, the symmetric operator A has no self-adjoint extensions. Here, we 
introduce an example particularly interesting for us. Let 2)CA ) = (f(x) absolutely continuous s2
on [0, oo)}. Then, define A as in (A.17). This operator has deficiency indices 0 and 1. According 
to our previous tatement, A has no self-adjoint extensions. 
By the Palsy Wiener Theorem, Part (ii), the Fourier transform of L2[0, oo) is ~/2_. We also 
know that the Fourier transform of the derivation operator is the multiplication operator, hence, 
.T" { -d  f(x) } (E) = E](E), (A.18) 
where the hat stands for the Fourier transform of f(E). The Fourier transform is a unitary 
mapping from L2(R) onto itself. As a consequence of this and the theorem of Paley and Wiener, 
the Fourier transform is a unitary mapping from L2[0, oo) onto T/2. Unitary mappings preserve 
operator properties like self-adjointness, essential self-adjointness, spectra, deficiency indices, etc. 
Therefore, the multiplication operator ~ on 7~ 2 _ defined on ~)(£) = {f • 7-I~IEf(E ) • 7-l~} as 
£f(E) = E(f(E) is symmetric, has deficiency indices 0 and 1 and, therefore, has no self-adjoint 
extensions. An analogous result is valid for the multiplication operator on 7~_. 
APPENDIX  B 
Let us assume that H(G) is irreducible on D and that G is a .closed subspace on :D x such that 
H×G c Q. Then, (5.30) tells us that H×{~ = Q. Let us define 
S = (¢ e D. <¢If); VF  E Q}. (B1) 
Since S is the intersection of closed subspaces, it is closed. Furthermore, S is neither the triv- 
ial subspace {0} nor S as a consequence of a corollary of the Hahn Banach Theorem and the 
reflexivity s3 of the spaces ~ and :D x [82]. 
Let us prove that bl(g)¢ E S, V¢ E S. Let F E G, ¢ E S and g E G arbitrarily chosen, Then, 
<U(g)I¢IF) = (¢lb/X (g- l )  F )  = 0, (B.2) 
since H x (g-1)F E Q. Thus,/4(g)¢ E S. This means that there exists a rz) closed subspace S of 2:) 
such that it is left invariant under the action of/4(G). Therefore, H(G) is not irreducible on :D. 
The converse is immediately proven by using the property of reflexivity of both, T) and ~x.  
61C 1 [a, b] is the space of continuous functions on [a, b] having continuous derivative on the same interval. 
S2By absolutely continuous, we here denote a square integrable function on the interval [0, oo) having a derivative 
for almost all x E [0, oo) and f(x)  E L2[0, oo). 
eSA locally convex space V is called reflexive if its topological dual, e.g., the vector space of the continuous linear 
(or antilinear) mappings from V into the set of complex numbers C, has as topological dual a vector space W 
which is both algebraically isomorphic to V and topologically homeomorphic to V. 
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